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9 We study the statistics of infima, stopping times, and passage probabilities of entropy production in
10 nonequilibrium steady states, and we show that they are universal. We consider two examples of stopping
11 times: first-passage times of entropy production and waiting times of stochastic processes, which are the
12 times when a system reaches a given state for the first time. Our main results are as follows: (i) The
13 distribution of the global infimum of entropy production is exponential with mean equal to minus
14 Boltzmann’s constant; (ii) we find exact expressions for the passage probabilities of entropy production;
15 (iii) we derive a fluctuation theorem for stopping-time distributions of entropy production. These results
16 have interesting implications for stochastic processes that can be discussed in simple colloidal systems and
17 in active molecular processes. In particular, we show that the timing and statistics of discrete chemical
18 transitions of molecular processes, such as the steps of molecular motors, are governed by the statistics of
19 entropy production. We also show that the extreme-value statistics of active molecular processes are
20 governed by entropy production; for example, the infimum of entropy production of a motor can be related
21 to the maximal excursion of a motor against the direction of an external force. Using this relation, we make
22 predictions for the distribution of the maximum backtrack depth of RNA polymerases, which follow from
23 our universal results for entropy-production infima.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT
24 OF THE MAIN RESULTS

25 The total entropy StotðtÞ produced by a mesoscopic
26 process in a finite time interval ½0; t$ is stochastic, and
27 for a single realization, it can be negative because of
28 fluctuations. The second law of thermodynamics implies
29 that its average, taken over many realizations of the
30 process, increases in time, hStotðtÞi ≥ 0. In the 19th century,
31 Maxwell formulated the idea of a stochastic entropy [1],
32 and in the last few decades, definitions of entropy pro-
33 duction of nonequilibrium processes were established using
34 the theory of stochastic processes [2–19].
35 Little is known beyond the second law about the
36 statistics of entropy-production fluctuations. The best
37 insights, so far, in fluctuations of entropy production are
38 provided by fluctuation theorems. They express a funda-
39 mental asymmetry of the fluctuations of entropy produc-
40 tion: It is exponentially more likely to produce a positive
41 amount of entropy than to reduce entropy by the same but
42 negative amount. An example is the detailed fluctuation

43theorem, which can be written as pSðStot; tÞ=pSð−Stot; tÞ ¼
44eStot=kB , where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Here, pSðStot; tÞ
45is the probability density describing the distribution of the
46entropy production Stot at a given time t. The detailed
47fluctuation theorem is universal and holds for a broad class
48of physical processes in a steady state [3–5,8–10,14,
4920–25]. Moreover, the detailed fluctuation theorem has
50been tested in several experiments [26–34]; for reviews, see
51Refs. [35–37].
52In addition to fluctuation theorems, an important ques-
53tion is to understand the extreme-value statistics of entropy
54production. In particular, because entropy must increase on
55averag, it is interesting to understand the statistics of
56records of negative entropy production during a given time
57interval ½0; t$. To address this question, here we introduce
58the infimum of entropy production, for a single realization,
59SinfðtÞ≡ inf0≤τ≤tStotðτÞ, which is the negative record of
60entropy production over a time interval ½0; t$.
61In this paper, we derive universal equalities and inequal-
62ities on the statistics of entropy-production infima. We
63show that the mean of the infimum of the stochastic entropy
64production, in a given time interval ½0; t$, is bounded from
65below by minus the Boltzmann constant:

hSinfðtÞi ≥ −kB: ð1Þ
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66 This infimum law for entropy production is illustrated in
67 Fig. 1(a) and expresses a fundamental bound on how much
68 entropy can be reduced in a finite time. The infimum law
69 follows from a universal bound for the cumulative distri-
70 bution of entropy-production infima:

Pr ðSinfðtÞ ≥ −sÞ ≥ 1 − e−s=kB : ð2Þ

71Here, Prð·Þ denotes the probability of an event, and the left-
72hand side is the cumulative distribution of entropy pro-
73duction with s ≥ 0. Remarkably, as we show in this paper,
74the infimum law, given by Eq. (1), is universal and holds, in
75general, for classical and stationary stochastic processes.
76The global infimum of entropy production, S∞inf≡
77limt→∞SinfðtÞ, is the lowest value that entropy production
78will ever reach in one realization of the process; note that
79the global infimum is always smaller than or equal to the
80local infimum, S∞inf ≤ SinfðtÞ. We show that the distribution
81of the global infimum of entropy production is exponential,

pS∞inf
ð−sÞ ¼ e−s=kB

kB
; ð3Þ

82where s ≥ 0, and the mean value of the global infimum is
83equal to minus the Boltzmann constant:

hS∞infi ¼ −kB: ð4Þ

84The shape of the distribution of the global infimum implies
85that the infimum lies, with 50%, probability within
86−kB ln 2 ≤ S∞inf ≤ 0, and its standard deviation equals the
87Boltzmann constant. Whereas Eqs. (1) and (2) hold gen-
88erally in steady states, the equalities given by Eqs. (3) and
89(4) are shown to be true for continuous stochastic
90processes.
91Related to the global infimum are the passage proba-
92bilities Pð2Þ

þ (Pð2Þ
− ) for entropy production to reach a

93threshold sþtot (−s−tot) without having reached −s−tot (sþtot)
94before. This corresponds to the stochastic process StotðtÞ
95with two absorbing boundaries, a positive absorbing
96boundary at StotðtÞ ¼ sþtot and a negative absorbing boun-
97dary at StotðtÞ ¼ −s−tot. If the process StotðtÞ is continuous
98and hStotðtÞi ≠ 0, we find

Pð2Þ
þ ¼ es

−
tot=kB − 1

es
−
tot=kB − e−s

þ
tot=kB

; ð5Þ

99
Pð2Þ
− ¼ 1 − e−s

þ
tot=kB

es
−
tot=kB − e−s

þ
tot=kB

: ð6Þ

100Interestingly, the relations (5) and (6) relate entropy-
101production fluctuations between two asymmetric values
102sþtot ≠ s−tot. The asymptotic value of the passage probability
103Pð2Þ

þ for sþtot ¼ þ∞ is the probability that entropy never
104reaches the value −s−tot. It is equal to the probability that the
105global infimum is larger than or equal to −s−tot. The relations
106for the passage probabilities given by Eqs. (5) and (6) thus
107imply Eqs. (3) and (4) for the global infimum. Notably, the
108infima and passage statistics of entropy production are
109independent of the strength of the nonequilibrium driving,
110i.e., the mean entropy-production rate.
111We also discuss stopping times. A stopping time is the
112time at which a stochastic trajectory satisfies a certain
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F1:1 FIG. 1. Illustration of three key results of the paper. (a) Sche-
F1:2 matic representation of the infimum law for entropy production.
F1:3 Several stochastic trajectories of entropy production are shown
F1:4 (solid lines), and their infima are indicated (filled circles). The
F1:5 infima law implies that the average infimum of the entropy
F1:6 production (green solid line) is larger than or equal to −kB
F1:7 (orange line). (b) First-passage-time fluctuation theorem for
F1:8 entropy production with two absorbing boundaries. We show
F1:9 examples of trajectories of stochastic entropy production as a

F1:10 function of time, which first reach the positive threshold stot
F1:11 (horizontal thick blue line) and which first reach the negative
F1:12 threshold −stot (horizontal thick red line). The probability
F1:13 distribution pTþðt; stotÞ to first reach the positive threshold at
F1:14 time t and the probability distribution pT−

ðt;−stotÞ to first reach
F1:15 the negative threshold at time t are related by Eq. (8). (c) Waiting-
F1:16 time fluctuations: The statistics of the waiting times between two
F1:17 states I and II are the same for forward and backward trajectories
F1:18 that absorb or dissipate a certain amount of heat Q in isothermal
F1:19 conditions.
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113 criterion for the first time. Here, we discuss stot-stopping
114 times Tþ, for which entropy production at the stopping
115 time equals StotðTþÞ ¼ stot, with stot > 0. An example is
116 the first-passage time of entropy production, at which
117 entropy production reaches stot for the first time. This
118 value of entropy StotðTþÞ is a new record of entropy
119 production, and first-passage times of entropy production
120 are thus times at which a given record is reached.
121 Analogously, we define a (−stot)-stopping time T− asso-
122 ciated with Tþ, for which entropy production at the
123 stopping time equals StotðT−Þ ¼ −stot. For example, if
124 Tþ is the first-passage time of entropy production to first
125 reach stot, then T− is the first-passage time of entropy
126 production to first reach −stot. Remarkably, we find that the
127 mean stopping time hTþi equals the mean stopping time
128 hT−i:

hTþi ¼ hT−i: ð7Þ

129 A similar equality holds for all the higher-order moments of
130 stopping times of entropy production. These results follow
131 from the stopping-time fluctuation theorem

pTþðt; stotÞ
pT−

ðt;−stotÞ
¼ estot=kB ; ð8Þ

132 which we derive in this paper for classical and continuous
133 stochastic processes in a steady state. Here, pTþðt; stotÞ is
134 the probability density for the stopping time Tþ, and
135 pT−

ðt;−stotÞ is the probability density for the stopping
136 time T−. The stopping-time fluctuation theorem (8) is
137 illustrated in Fig. 1(b) for the example where Tþ and T−
138 are first-passage times of entropy production with two
139 absorbing boundaries.
140 Other examples of stopping times are waiting times,
141 defined as the time a stochastic trajectory takes while
142 changing from an initial state I to a final state II; see
143 Fig. 1(c). In this paper, we show that for a nonequilibrium
144 and stationary isothermal process, the ratio of waiting-time
145 distributions corresponding to forward trajectories (I → II)
146 and backward trajectories (II → I) obeys

pTI→II
þ

ðt;−QÞ
pTII→I

−
ðt;QÞ

¼ e−Q=kBTenv ; ð9Þ

147 for all trajectories between I and II that exchange the amount
148 Q of heat with an equilibrated environment at temperature
149 Tenv; if Q > 0, then the system absorbs heat from the
150 environment. Here, pTI→II

þ
ðt;−QÞ denotes the probability

151 density for the waiting time TI→II
þ to reach state II while

152 absorbing the heatQ. Equation (9) is a generalization of the
153 local detailed-balance condition for transition rates
154 kI→II

þ =kII→I
− ¼ e−Q=kBTenv [38–40]. Indeed, transition rates

155 are given by k−1 ¼
R∞
0 dttpTðtÞ. Notably, Eq. (9) implies

156a symmetry relation on the normalized waiting-time
157distributions

pTI→II
þ

ðtj −QÞ
PI→II
þ

¼
pTII→I

−
ðtjQÞ

PII→I
−

; ð10Þ

158where P ¼
R∞
0 dtpTðtÞ. Therefore, the mean waiting times

159hTi ¼ 1=ðkPÞ for the forward and backward transitions are
160the same, hTI→II

þ i ¼ hTII→I
− i.

161We derive all these results on infima, passage proba-
162bilities, and stopping times of entropy production in a new
163unified formalism that uses the theory of martingales
164[25,41,42], and we apply our results to the dynamics of
165colloidal particles in periodic potentials and molecular
166motors, which transduce chemical energy into mechanical
167work. The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II, we
168briefly review the formalism of stochastic thermodynamics.
169In Sec. III, we discuss the connection between martingale
170processes and entropy production. In Secs. IV–VI, we
171derive, respectively, the infimum law (1) and the bound (2);
172the statistics of the global infimum of entropy production
173(3) and (4) and the equalities for the passage probabilities
174(5) and (6); and fluctuation theorems for stopping times of
175entropy production, which include first-passage times of
176entropy production (8) and waiting times of stochastic
177processes (9). We apply our results in Sec. VII to a drifted
178colloidal particle moving in a periodic potential. In
179Sec. VIII, we apply our results to discrete molecular
180processes such as the stepping statistics of molecular
181motors or the dynamics of enzymatic reactions. The paper
182concludes with a discussion in Sec. IX.

183II. STOCHASTIC THERMODYNAMICS
184AND ENTROPY PRODUCTION

185We first briefly review the basic concepts of stochastic
186entropy production for discrete processes based on path
187probabilities. Discrete processes include processes in dis-
188crete time (e.g., Markov chains) and processes in continu-
189ous time with discrete states (e.g., Markov jump processes).
190We then present a measure-theoretic formalism of stochas-
191tic thermodynamics, which defines entropy production for
192discrete and continuous processes (e.g., Langevin
193processes).

194A. Entropy production for discrete processes

195We consider the dynamics of a mesoscopic system in a
196nonequilibrium steady state and describe its dynamics with
197the coarse-grained state variables ωðtÞ ¼ ½qðtÞ; ~qðtÞ& at time
198t. The variables qðtÞ represent n degrees of freedom that are
199even under time reversal, and the variables ~qðtÞ represent ~n
200degrees of freedom that are odd under time reversal [43].
201Notably, the variables qðtÞ and ~qðtÞ represent the dynamics
202of collective modes in a system of interacting particles; for
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203 instance, qðtÞ describes the position of a colloidal particle
204 in a fluid and ~qðtÞ its effective momentum.
205 In a given time window ½0; t$, the coordinates ωðtÞ trace a
206 path in phase space ωt

0 ¼ fωðτÞg0≤τ≤t. We associate with
207 each trajectory ωt

0 a probability density Pðωt
0;pinitÞ, which

208 captures the limited information provided by the coarse-
209 grained variables ω, and the fact that the exact microstate is
210 not known; the distribution pinit is the probability density of
211 the initial state ωð0Þ. The entropy production associated
212 with a path ωt

0 of a stationary process is given by [7,8,11]

StotðtÞ≡ kB ln
Pðωt

0;pssÞ
PðΘtωt

0; ~pssÞ
; ð11Þ

213 where Θtωt
0 ¼ f ~ωðτÞgtτ¼0 is the time-reversed trajectory

214 with ~ωðτÞ ¼ ½qðt − τÞ;−~qðt − τÞ$, pss is the steady-state
215 distribution in the forward dynamics, and ~pss is the steady-
216 state distribution in the backward dynamics. The ensemble
217 average of entropy production of a stationary process can
218 be expressed as an integral:

hStotðtÞi ¼ kB

Z
Dωt

0Pðωt
0;pssÞ ln

Pðωt
0;pssÞ

PðΘωt
0; ~pssÞ

: ð12Þ

219 Entropy production is therefore the observable that quan-
220 tifies time irreversibility of mesoscopic trajectories [44]. In
221 fact, by measuring entropy production, an observer can
222 determine within a minimal time whether a movie of a
223 stochastic process is run forwards or backwards [45].
224 Microscopic reversibility implies that a mesoscopic
225 system in contact with an equilibrated environment satisfies
226 local detailed balance [8,46,47]. Local detailed balance
227 manifests itself in a condition on the path probabilities
228 conditioned on the initial state and reads

P½ðωt
0jωð0Þ$

P½Θtωt
0j ~ωðtÞ$

¼ eSenvðtÞ=kB ; ð13Þ

229 where SenvðtÞ is the entropy change in the environment. If
230 local detailed balance holds, then our definition of entropy
231 production (11) equals the total entropy change, i.e., the
232 sum of the system-entropy change ΔSsys [14] and the
233 environment-entropy change Senv:

StotðtÞ ¼ ΔSsysðtÞ þ SenvðtÞ; ð14Þ

234 with

ΔSsysðtÞ ¼ −kB ln
pss½ωðtÞ$
pss½ωð0Þ$

: ð15Þ

235 Note that in Eq. (15), we have used ~pss½ ~ωðtÞ$ ¼ pss½ωðtÞ$
236 [11]. For a system in contact with one or several thermal
237 baths, the environment-entropy change is related to the heat
238 exchanged between the system and the environment [48].

239B. Entropy production for continuous processes
240that may have jumps

241For discrete processes, the expressions Eqs. (11) and (12)
242for entropy production are well defined [49]. For Langevin
243processes, the path-probability densities P are not normal-
244izable. In order to avoid this problem, we use a formalism
245based on measure theory to define entropy production for
246continuous processes [41,42,50–53]. Note that this formal-
247ism also applies to processes with continuous variables that
248may undergo discrete jumps [54].
249Measure theory studies probabilities of events in terms of
250a probability space ðΩ;F ;PÞ. The setΩ of all trajectoriesω
251is called the sample space, the set F of all measurable
252subsets Φ of Ω is a σ algebra, and the function P is a
253measure, which associates probabilities with subsets Φ. In
254the following, we identify the symbol ω with the full
255trajectory of state variables over all times, ω ¼
256fqðτÞ; ~qðτÞgτ∈ð−∞;∞Þ.
257The concept of a probability measure PðΦÞ generalizes
258the path probability densities PðωÞ. The value PðΦÞ
259denotes the probability to observe a trajectory ω in the
260set Φ; in other words, PðΦÞ ¼ Pr ðω ∈ ΦÞ. An example of
261a measure is

PðΦÞ ¼
Z

x∈Φ
dλpðxÞ; ð16Þ

262where pðxÞ is a probability density of elements x in Rn.
263Here, λ denotes the Lebesgue measure, and the Lebesgue
264integral is over the set Φ. One can also define a probability
265density RðωÞ of a measure PðΦÞ ¼

R
ω∈Φ dP with respect

266to a second probability measure QðΦÞ using the Radon-
267Nikodým theorem [51]

PðΦÞ ¼
Z

ω∈Φ
dQRðωÞ; ð17Þ

268where the integral is over the probability space ðΩ;F ;QÞ
269[51,53]. The function RðωÞ is called the Radon-Nikodým
270derivative, which we denote by RðωÞ ¼ ½ðdPÞ=dQ$ðωÞ. In
271Eq. (17), the function RðωÞ generalizes the probability
272density pðxÞ to spaces for which the Lebesgue measure
273does not exist, e.g., the Wiener space of trajectories of a
274Brownian particle.
275We now consider probability measures of steady-state
276processes. A stationary probability measure is time-
277translation invariant and satisfies P ¼ P∘Tt, where Tt is
278the map that translates a trajectory ω by a time t as qðτÞ →
279qðτ þ tÞ and ~qðτÞ → ~qðτ þ tÞ. A stochastic process Xðω; tÞ
280provides the value of an observable X at time t for a
281given trajectory ω. We denote the average or expectation
282value of the stochastic variable Xðω; tÞ by hXðω; tÞiP ¼
283

R
ω∈Ω Xðω; tÞdP. In the following, the stochastic process

284Xðω; tÞ is sometimes simply denoted by XðtÞ and its
285average by hXðtÞi.
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286 Entropy production Stotðω; tÞ is an example of a sto-
287 chastic process. An appropriate definition of entropy
288 production, which generalizes Eq. (11) to include
289 continuous-time processes, can be written using the
290 Radon-Nikodým derivative

Stotðω; tÞ≡ kB ln
dPjF ðtÞ

dðP∘ΘÞjF ðtÞ
ðωÞ ð18Þ

291 of the measure PjF ðtÞ with respect to the time-reversed

292 measure ðP∘ΘÞjF ðtÞ [55]. Here, PjF ðtÞ denotes the restric-
293 tion of the measure P over those events in the sub-σ algebra
294 F ðtÞ ⊂ F that is generated by trajectories ωt

0 in the time
295 interval ½0; t$. The time-reversed measure P∘Θ is defined
296 using the time-reversal map Θ, which time reverses
297 trajectories ω as qðtÞ → qð−tÞ and ~qðtÞ → −~qð−tÞ. Note
298 that Eq. (18) is well defined for continuous-time processes
299 that may contain jumps.

300 III. MARTINGALE THEORY FOR ENTROPY
301 PRODUCTION

302 A fundamental, but still unexplored, property of entropy
303 production is that in a steady state, its exponential e−StotðtÞ=kB
304 is a positive and uniformly integrable martingale process.
305 A process is called martingale if its expected value at any
306 time t equals its value at a previous time τ, when the
307 expected value is conditioned on observations up to the
308 time τ (see Appendix A). Therefore, martingales have zero
309 drift. Martingale processes represent fair games and are
310 widely studied in quantitative finance [56,57], but their use
311 for stochastic thermodynamics has not been explored
312 much [25].
313 Here, we show that the process e−StotðtÞ=kB is a martingale
314 (see Appendix B) and thus obeys

he−StotðtÞ=kB jωτ
0i ¼ e−StotðτÞ=kB ; ð19Þ

315 for t > τ, where the average is conditioned on a particular
316 trajectory ωðt0Þ from t0 ¼ 0 up to time τ. From Eq. (19), it
317 follows that martingale processes have a time-independent
318 average. Interestingly, for e−StotðtÞ=kB, this implies the
319 integral fluctuation theorem. Indeed, using Eq. (19) for
320 τ ¼ 0 and Stotð0Þ ¼ 0, it follows that he−StotðtÞ=kBi ¼ 1, for
321 arbitrary initial conditions [2,8,14,58].
322 On average, the total entropy StotðtÞ always increases,
323 and therefore, it cannot be a martingale. However, entropy
324 production is a submartingale, with the property

hStotðtÞjωτ
0i ≥ StotðτÞ: ð20Þ

325 Equation (20) follows from Eq. (19) and the fact that
326 e−StotðtÞ=kB is a convex function of StotðtÞ. From Eq. (20), it
327 follows that the average entropy production is greater than
328 or equal to zero for any initial condition. Note that this

329statement is stronger than hStotðtÞi ≥ 0, where the brackets
330denote the steady-state ensemble.
331A key property of martingales is Doob’s maximal
332inequality (see Appendix A) [41,42]. For e−StotðtÞ=kB, this
333inequality provides a bound on the cumulative distribution
334of its supremum:

Prðsupτ∈½0;t$fe−StotðτÞ=kBg ≥ λÞ ≤ 1

λ
he−StotðtÞ=kBi: ð21Þ

335Equation (21) is a stronger condition than the well-known
336Markov inequality Eq. (A7), and it holds for steady-state
337processes in discrete time and steady-state continuous-time
338processes with jumps.
339Another key property of martingales is Doob’s optional
340sampling theorem. For entropy production, this theorem
341generalizes Eq. (19) to averages conditioned on stochastic
342stopping times T < t (see Appendix A):

he−StotðtÞ=kB jStotðTÞi ¼ e−StotðTÞ=kB : ð22Þ

343The stopping time T ¼ TðωÞ is the time at which a
344trajectory ω satisfies a certain criterion for the first time
345and therefore differs for each realization ω. This is a
346generalization of passage times. Equation (22) holds for
347steady-state discrete-time processes and for steady-state
348continuous-time processes with jumps. Equation (22)
349implies that the expected value of e−StotðtÞ=kB , over all
350trajectories for which the value of entropy at the stochastic
351stopping time T is given by the value stot, equals e−stot=kB .

352IV. INFIMUM LAW

353Using the martingale property of e−StotðtÞ=kB , we derive
354the infimum law for entropy production, which holds for
355nonequilibrium stationary processes. From Eq. (21) and the
356integral fluctuation theorem, he−StotðtÞ=kBi ¼ 1, we find
357the following bound for the cumulative distribution of
358the supremum of e−StotðtÞ=kB ,

Prðsupτ∈½0;t$fe−StotðτÞ=kBg ≥ λÞ ≤ 1

λ
; ð23Þ

359for λ ≥ 0. Equation (23) implies a lower bound on the
360cumulative distribution of the infimum of Stot in a given
361time interval ½0; t$:

Pr
!
SinfðtÞ
kB

≥ −s
"

≥ 1 − e−s; ð24Þ

362where

SinfðtÞ≡ infτ∈½0;t$ StotðτÞ ð25Þ

363is the finite-time infimum and s ≥ 0. The right-hand side of
364Eq. (24) is the cumulative distribution of an exponential
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365 random variable S with distribution function pSðsÞ ¼ e−s.
366 From Eq. (24), it thus follows that the random variable
367 −SinfðtÞ=kB dominates stochastically over S, and this
368 implies an inequality in the mean values of the correspond-
369 ing random variables as we show in Appendix C. From
370 Eq. (24), we thus find the following universal bound for the
371 mean infimum of entropy production:

hSinfðtÞi ≥ −kB: ð26Þ

372 The infimum law given by Eq. (26) holds for stationary
373 stochastic processes in discrete time and for stationary
374 stochastic processes in continuous time for which e−StotðtÞ=kB
375 is right continuous.
376 For the special case of isothermal processes, the total
377 entropy change StotðtÞ¼ΔSsysðtÞ−QðtÞ=Tenv¼ΔSsysðtÞþ
378 ½WðtÞ−ΔEðtÞ&=Tenv, with QðtÞ denoting the heat absorbed
379 by the system from the thermal reservoir,WðtÞ denoting the
380 work done on the system, and ΔEðtÞ denoting the internal
381 energy change of the system. We thus have a bound on the
382 infimum of the dissipated part of the work Wdiss, which
383 reads

hWdiss
inf ðtÞi ≥ −kBTenv: ð27Þ

384 Here, we have defined the dissipated work WdissðtÞ ¼
385 WðtÞ − ΔFðtÞ, with ΔFðtÞ ¼ EðtÞ − TenvΔSsysðtÞ. For an
386 isothermal process for which all states have the same
387 energy and entropy, we have ΔFðtÞ ¼ 0, and thus

hWinfðtÞi ≥ −kBTenv; hQsupðtÞi ≤ kBTenv; ð28Þ

388 with WinfðtÞ the infimum of the work done on the system
389 and QsupðtÞ the supremum of the heat absorbed by the
390 system in a time t. Equation (28) implies that a homo-
391 geneous system in isothermal conditions cannot absorb, on
392 average, more than kBTenv of energy from the thermal
393 reservoir.

394 V. PASSAGE PROBABILITIES AND GLOBAL
395 INFIMUM OF ENTROPY PRODUCTION

396 Using the theory of martingales, we now derive general
397 expressions for the passage probabilities and the global
398 infimum of entropy production in continuous steady-state
399 processes without jumps.

400 A. Passage probabilities of entropy production with two
401 asymmetric absorbing boundaries

402 We consider the stochastic entropy production Stotðω; tÞ
403 of a stationary probability measure P in a time interval
404 ½0; Tð2ÞðωÞ&, which starts at t ¼ 0 and ends at a stopping
405 time Tð2ÞðωÞ. Here, Tð2Þ is the first-passage time at which
406 Stotðω; tÞ passes, for the first time, one of the two threshold

407values −s−tot < 0 or sþtot > 0 [see Fig. 1(b) for the particular
408case of sþtot ¼ s−tot].
409We define the passage probability Pð2Þ

þ as the probability
410that entropy production first passes sþtot before passing−s−tot,
411and, analogously, Pð2Þ

− as the probability that entropy
412production first passes −s−tot before passing sþtot. These
413passage probabilities can be written as

Pð2Þ
þ ¼ PðΦþÞ; ð29Þ

414
Pð2Þ
− ¼ PðΦ−Þ; ð30Þ

415with Φþ the set of trajectories ω for which entropy
416production first passes the positive threshold sþtot, and Φ−
417the set of trajectories ω for which entropy production first
418passes the negative threshold −s−tot:

Φþ ≡ fω ∈ Ω∶Stotðω;Tð2ÞðωÞÞ ¼ sþtotg; ð31Þ

419
Φ− ≡ fω ∈ Ω∶Stotðω;Tð2ÞðωÞÞ ¼ −s−totg: ð32Þ

420Note that if sþtot is different from s−tot, thenΦþ andΦ− are not
421each other’s time reversal. Therefore, the probabilities of
422these sets are, in general, not related by local detailed

423balance. We also define the conjugate probabilities ~Pð2Þ
þ and

424~Pð2Þ
− of the sets Φþ and Φ− under the time-reversed

425dynamics:

~Pð2Þ
þ ¼ ðP∘ΘÞðΦþÞ; ð33Þ

426
~Pð2Þ
− ¼ ðP∘ΘÞðΦ−Þ: ð34Þ

427428For a steady-state process out of equilibrium, i.e.,
429hStotðtÞi > 0, StotðtÞ passes one of the two boundaries in
430a finite time with probability 1. We thus have

Pð2Þ
þ þ Pð2Þ

− ¼ 1; ð35Þ

431
~Pð2Þ
þ þ ~Pð2Þ

− ¼ 1: ð36Þ

432433In addition, we derive, using Doob’s optional sampling
434theorem, the following two identities:

Pð2Þ
þ
~Pð2Þ
þ

¼ es
þ
tot=kB ; ð37Þ

435
Pð2Þ
−
~Pð2Þ
−

¼ e−s
−
tot=kB : ð38Þ

436Equation (37) follows from the equalities
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~Pð2Þ
þ ¼

Z

ω∈Φþ

dðP∘ΘÞ ð39Þ

437
¼

Z

ω∈Φþ

e−Stotðω;þ∞Þ=kBdP ð40Þ

438
¼

Z

ω∈Φþ

e−Stotðω;T
ð2ÞðωÞÞ=kBdP ð41Þ

439
¼ e−s

þ
tot=kB

Z

ω∈Φþ

dP ð42Þ

440 ¼ e−s
þ
tot=kBPðΦþÞ ð43Þ

441 ¼ e−s
þ
tot=kBPð2Þ

þ : ð44Þ

442 In Eq. (40), we transform an integral over the measure P∘Θ
443 to an integral over the measure P, using the definition of
444 entropy production given by Eq. (18) and e−Stotðω;þ∞Þ=kB ¼
445 limt→þ∞e−Stotðω;tÞ=kB (see Appendix B). In Eq. (41), we
446 replace e−Stotðω;þ∞Þ=kB by its value at the stopping time,
447 e−Stot½ω;T

ð2ÞðωÞ&=kB , using Doob’s optional sampling theorem
448 given by Eq. (22). Finally, in Eq. (42), we use the fact that
449 for continuous processes, Stot½ω;Tð2ÞðωÞ& ¼ sþtot for all
450 realizations of the process ω in the set Φþ.
451 From Eqs. (35)–(38), we find the following explicit
452 expressions for the passage probabilities:

Pð2Þ
þ ¼ es

−
tot=kB − 1

es
−
tot=kB − e−s

þ
tot=kB

; ð45Þ

453

Pð2Þ
− ¼ 1 − e−s

þ
tot=kB

es
−
tot=kB − e−s

þ
tot=kB

: ð46Þ

454 For the case of symmetric boundaries stot ¼ sþtot ¼ s−tot, we
455 have

Pð2Þ
þ ¼ estot=kB

1þ estot=kB
; ð47Þ

456
Pð2Þ
− ¼ 1

1þ estot=kB
: ð48Þ

457 We can also discuss the limits where one of the two
458 thresholds becomes large, whereas the other threshold
459 remains finite. This corresponds to a process with one
460 absorbing boundary. If the lower threshold s−tot ≫ kB, the
461 process ends with probability 1 in the positive threshold,

Pð2Þ
þ ≃ 1; ð49Þ

462 Pð2Þ
− ≃ 0; ð50Þ

463 in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics. If,
464 however, the upper threshold becomes large, sþtot ≫ kB,

465entropy production can still first reach the positive thresh-
466old since, on average, entropy always increases but with a
467probability that depends on s−tot. In this case, the passage
468probabilities are given by

Pð2Þ
þ ≃ 1 − e−s

−
tot=kB ; ð51Þ

469Pð2Þ
− ≃ e−s

−
tot=kB : ð52Þ

470471From these limits, we can also determine the passage
472probabilities Pð1Þ

þ and Pð1Þ
− of entropy production with one

473absorbing boundary. They denote, respectively, the prob-
474ability to reach a positive boundary stot or a negative
475boundary −stot:

Pð1Þ
þ ¼ 1; ð53Þ

476Pð1Þ
− ¼ e−stot=kB : ð54Þ

477478The above arguments also hold for sets Φþ;I and Φ−;I of
479trajectories ω that are conditioned on an initial coarse-
480grained state I. They are defined as the subsets of,
481respectively, Φþ and Φ−, with the additional constraint
482that the initial state is part of the coarse-grained state I, i.e.,
483ωð0Þ ∈ I. With these definitions, Eqs. (45) and (46) can be
484generalized to passage probabilities of entropy production
485conditioned on the initial state; see Appendix D. Note that
486this generalization holds for coarse-grained states that are
487invariant with respect to time reversal, i.e., I ¼ ΘðIÞ.
488In Fig. 2, we illustrate the expressions of the passage
489probabilities, given by Eqs. (45) and (46), by plotting

490lnðPð2Þ
þ =Pð2Þ

− Þ as a function of the thresholds s−tot and sþtot.
491Characteristic features of this figure are the lines of constant

492ratio Pð2Þ
þ =Pð2Þ

− , which are given by

s−tot ¼ kB ln
!
1þ Pð2Þ

þ

Pð2Þ
−

ð1 − e−s
þ
tot=kBÞ

"
: ð55Þ

493In situations for which Pð2Þ
þ ¼ Pð2Þ

− ¼ 1=2, the stopping
494process is unbiased, and the probability to reach the
495threshold sþtot equals the probability to reach the threshold
496−s−tot. Since entropy production is a stochastic process with
497positive drift, the passage probabilities can be equal only if
498the negative threshold lies closer to the origin than the
499positive threshold, s−tot < sþtot. Additionally, it follows

500from Eq. (55) that for Pð2Þ
þ ¼ Pð2Þ

− , the negative threshold
501obeys s−tot ≤ kB ln 2, as we illustrate in Fig. 2. This bound
502on s−tot can also be discussed for passage probabilities
503Pð2Þ

− ≠ 1=2, for which the lower threshold must satisfy
504s−tot ≤ −kB lnPð2Þ

− .
505The discussion of stopping events of entropy production
506with two boundaries is an example of the thermodynamics
507of symmetry breaking. Thermodynamics of symmetry
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508 breaking is usually discussed in finite times [59]. Here, we
509 find the analogous relation !s!tot ≥ kB lnP

ð2Þ
! , which is

510 valid for stopping times.

511 B. Global infimum of entropy production

512 The global infimum of entropy production S∞inf is the
513 lowest value of entropy production over all times t ≥ 0
514 during one realization of the process. The global infimum
515 can be defined in terms of the finite-time infima SinfðtÞ as

S∞inf ≡ lim
t→∞

SinfðtÞ: ð56Þ

516 Therefore, the global infimum is always negative and
517 smaller than or equal to the finite-time infima SinfðtÞ.
518 The statistics of global infima follow from the expressions
519 for the passage probabilities (45) and (46). This can be most
520 easily understood in terms of the cumulative distribution of
521 the global infimum

PrðS∞inf ≥ −sÞ ¼ Pr½StotðtÞ ≥ −s;∀t ≥ 0&: ð57Þ

522 The right-hand side of Eq. (57) is the survival probability
523 for entropy production in a process with one absorbing
524 boundary located at −s, with s ≥ 0. Therefore, the survival

525 probability is the passage probability Pð2Þ
þ with sþtot ¼ þ∞

526 and s−tot ¼ s. This implies PrðS∞inf ≥ −sÞ ¼ 1 − e−s=kB . The
527 corresponding distribution of the global infimum is

pS∞inf
ð−sÞ ¼ e−s=kB

kB
; ð58Þ

528 and the mean of the global infimum is

hS∞infi ¼ −kB: ð59Þ

529These properties of the global infimum hold for continuous
530and stationary processes. The infimum law, given by
531Eq. (26), thus becomes an equality at large times. Since
532SinfðtÞ ≥ S∞inf , the equalities on the global infimum, given
533by Eqs. (58) and (59), valid for continuous processes, imply
534the inequalities for the local infima, given by Eqs. (24) and
535(26), for continuous processes. Note, however, that
536Eqs. (24) and (26) are also valid for processes in discrete
537time and processes in continuous time with jumps.
538Remarkably, the distribution of the global infimum of
539entropy production is universal. For any continuous steady-
540state process, the distribution of the global infimum is an
541exponential with mean equal to −kB.

542VI. STOPPING TIMES OF ENTROPY
543PRODUCTION

544In this section, we derive fluctuation theorems for
545stopping times of entropy production using the martingale
546property of e−StotðtÞ=kB . The stopping-time fluctuation theo-
547rem entails fluctuation theorems for first-passage times of
548entropy production and for waiting times of stochastic
549processes.

550A. Stopping-time fluctuation theorem

551We consider the statistics of stot-stopping times Tþ ¼
552TðωÞ for which entropy production at the stopping time
553takes the value stot, i.e., StotðTþÞ ¼ stot (stot > 0). An
554example of such an stot-stopping time is the first-passage
555time Tð1Þ

þ , which determines the time when entropy pro-
556duction StotðtÞ reaches the value stot > 0 for the first time.
557Another example is given by the first-passage time Tð2Þ

þ ,
558which is the time when entropy production StotðtÞ passes a
559threshold value stot for the first time, given that it has not
560reached −stot before. The latter process is therefore equiv-
561alent to a first-passage problem with two absorbing
562boundaries. More generally, stot-stopping times TðnÞ

þ can
563be defined by multiple threshold crossings and the con-
564dition StotðT

ðnÞ
þ Þ ¼ stot, with n the order of threshold

565crossings.
566We derive the following cumulative fluctuation theorem
567for stot-stopping times Tþ (see Appendix E):

PðΦTþ≤tÞ
P½ΘTþðΦTþ≤tÞ&

¼ estot=kB ; ð60Þ

568where PðΦTþ≤tÞ is the probability to observe a trajectory ω
569that satisfies the stopping-time criterion at a time Tþ ≤ t,
570and ΦTþ≤t denotes the set of these trajectories. The set
571ΘTþðΦTþ≤tÞ describes the time-reversed trajectories of
572ΦTþ≤t. It is generated by applying the time-reversal
573map ΘTþ to all the elements of the original set. The map
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F2:1 FIG. 2. Entropy-production passage-probability ratio
F2:2 ln ½Pð2Þ

þ =Pð2Þ
− & as a function of the thresholds s−tot and sþtot, obtained

F2:3 from Eqs. (45) and (46). The solid white line is the curve for
F2:4 which Pð2Þ

þ ¼ Pð2Þ
− ¼ 1=2, and it follows from Eq. (55). This

F2:5 curve converges asymptotically to the value s−tot ¼ kB ln 2 for
F2:6 sþtot → þ∞ (white dashed line).
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574 ΘTþ ¼ TTþ∘Θ time reverses trajectories ω with respect to
575 the reference time TþðωÞ=2, and thus X½ΘTþðωÞ; τ& ¼
576 X½ω;TþðωÞ − τ& for stochastic processes X that are even
577 under time reversal. The fluctuation theorem for stot-
578 stopping times, Eq. (60), is valid for continuous and
579 stationary stochastic processes.
580 The probability density pTþ of the stot-stopping time Tþ
581 is given by

pTþðt; stotÞ ¼
d
dt
PðΦTþ≤tÞ: ð61Þ

582 Entropy production is odd under time reversal
583 Stot½ΘTþðωÞ;TþðωÞ& ¼ −Stot½ω;TþðωÞ& as shown in
584 Appendix B 1. Therefore, we can associate with the stot-
585 stopping time Tþ a (−stot)-stopping time T− with the
586 property

ΘTþðΦTþ≤tÞ ¼ ΦT−≤t: ð62Þ

587For example, the ð−stotÞ-stopping time T− associated with
588the first-passage time Tð1Þ

þ is the first-passage time Tð1Þ
−

589when entropy production first reaches −stot; see Fig. 3(a).
590Analogously, the ð−stotÞ-stopping time T− associated with
591the first-passage time Tð2Þ

þ is the first-passage time Tð2Þ
−

592when entropy production first reaches −stot without having
593reached stot before; see Fig. 3(b).
594We can thus identify the distribution of T− with the
595measure of time-reversed trajectories:

pT−
ðt;−stotÞ ¼

d
dt
P½ΘTþðΦTþ≤tÞ&: ð63Þ

596This equation can be applied to all pairs of stopping times
597Tþ and T− related by Eq. (62). From Eqs. (60), (61), and
598(63), we get the stopping-time fluctuation theorem for
599entropy production,

pTþðt; stotÞ
pT−

ðt;−stotÞ
¼ estot=kB : ð64Þ

600The stopping-time fluctuation theorem for entropy produc-
601tion, given by Eq. (64), generalizes the results derived in
602Ref. [45] for first-passage times. Below, we discuss two
603interesting implications of Eq. (64) for the stopping-time
604statistics of entropy production.

605B. Symmetry of the normalized stopping-time
606distributions

607The stopping-time fluctuation relation Eq. (64) implies
608an equality between the normalized stopping-time distri-
609butions pTþðtjstotÞ and pT−

ðtj − stotÞ, which reads

pTþðtjstotÞ ¼ pT−
ðtj − stotÞ: ð65Þ

610The normalized distributions are defined as

pTþðtjstotÞ≡
pTþðt; stotÞR∞

0 dtpTþðt; stotÞ
; ð66Þ

611
pT−ðtj − stotÞ≡

pT−
ðt;−stotÞR∞

0 dtpT−
ðt;−stotÞ

: ð67Þ

612The symmetric relation Eq. (65) comes from the fact that
613the ratio of the stopping-time distributions in Eq. (64) is
614time independent. Consequently, the stopping-time statis-
615tics for entropy production are identical for the ensembles
616with stopping events for positive and negative entropy
617production.
618The stopping-time fluctuation theorem (64) thus implies
619that the mean stopping time, given that the process
620terminates at the positive boundary, is equal to the mean

0

0

0

(a) One absorbing boundary

(b) Two absorbing boundaries

F3:1 FIG. 3. Illustration of the first-passage times for entropy
F3:2 production. (a) First-passage time Tð1Þ

þ for entropy production
F3:3 with one positive absorbing boundary stot (top) and first-passage
F3:4 time Tð1Þ

− for entropy production with one negative absorbing
F3:5 boundary −stot (bottom). (b) First-passage times Tð2Þ

þ and Tð2Þ
− for

F3:6 entropy production with two absorbing boundaries at 'stot. At
F3:7 the time Tð2Þ

þ , entropy production passes the threshold stot for the
F3:8 first time without having reached −stot before. At the time Tð2Þ

− ,
F3:9 entropy production passes the threshold −stot for the first time

F3:10 without having reached stot before.
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621 stopping time, given that the process terminates at the
622 negative boundary:

hTþi ¼ hT−i; ð68Þ

623 with hTþi ¼
Rþ∞
0 dttpTþðtjstotÞ and hT−i ¼

624
Rþ∞
0 dttpT−

ðtj − stotÞ. This remarkable symmetry extends
625 to all the moments of the stopping-time distributions. A
626 similar result has been found for waiting-time distributions
627 in chemical kinetics [60–66], for the cycle-time distribu-
628 tions in Markov chains [65,67], and for decision-time
629 distributions in sequential hypothesis tests [45,68]. These
630 results could therefore be interpreted as a consequence of
631 the fundamental relation for the stopping-time fluctuations
632 of entropy production given by Eq. (65).

633 C. Passage probabilities for symmetric boundaries

634 Equation (64) implies a relation for the passage prob-
635 abilities of entropy production:

Pþ
P−

¼ estot=kB : ð69Þ

636 Passage probabilities are the probabilities that the process
637 satisfies the stopping criterion in a finite time. They read

Pþ ¼
Z

∞

0
dtpTþðt; stotÞ; ð70Þ

638
P− ¼

Z
∞

0
dtpT−

ðt;−stotÞ: ð71Þ

639 Equation (69) follows directly from integrating Eq. (64)
640 over time. The relations (53) and (54) for passage prob-
641 abilities of first-passage times with one absorbing boundary
642 and the relations (47) and (48) for passage probabilities of
643 first-passage times with two absorbing boundaries are
644 examples of stopping times that satisfy Eq. (69).

645 D. Fluctuation relation for waiting times

646 An interesting question, closely related to entropy
647 stopping times, is the following: What is the waiting time
648 TI→II a process takes to travel from state I to state II. Here,
649 we derive exact relations characterizing ð%stotÞ-waiting
650 times TI→II

% . The ð%stotÞ-waiting time TI→II
% denotes the time

651 a process takes to travel from state I to state II and to
652 produce a total positive or negative entropy %stot (see
653 Appendix E 4).
654 Following Kramers [69], we define states as points in
655 phase space, i.e., I ¼ fqIg and II ¼ fqIIg. In Appendix E 4,
656 we also consider the more general case for which states
657 consist of sets of points, which may also contain odd-parity
658 variables.
659 We first derive a cumulative fluctuation theorem that
660 applies to trajectories starting from a given initial state I
661 (see Appendix E 3):

P½ΦTþ≤t∩ΓI'
P½ΘTþðΦTþ≤t∩ΓIÞ'

¼ estot=kB ; ð72Þ

662with ΓI the set of trajectories ω for which ωð0Þ ∈ I.
663We use Eq. (72) to derive the following fluctuation
664theorem for waiting times (see Appendix E 4):

pTI→II
þ

ðtÞ
pTII→I

−
ðtÞ

¼ esenv=kB ; ð73Þ

665where senv ¼ stot − kB log
pssðqIIÞ
pssðqIÞ

is the change in the
666environment entropy during the transition from state I to
667state II. Equation (73) relates the waiting-time distributions
668between two states with the environment-entropy change
669along trajectories connecting both states.
670We normalize the distributions in Eq. (73) and find a
671relation for the normalized waiting-time distributions,

pTI→II
þ

ðtjsenvÞ ¼ pTII→I
−

ðtj − senvÞ; ð74Þ

672and for the associated passage probabilities,

PI→II
þ

PII→I
−

¼ esenv=k: ð75Þ

673Interestingly, the relations Eqs. (73)–(75) are similar to the
674stopping-time relations (64), (65), and (69) discussed
675above. However, in Eqs. (73) and (75), the environmental
676entropy production occurs, instead of the total entropy
677production, because the trajectories are conditioned on
678passage through initial and final states. For isothermal
679processes, senv ¼ −Q=Tenv, with Q the heat absorbed by
680the system and Tenv the temperature of the environment.

681VII. APPLICATION TO SIMPLE COLLOIDAL
682SYSTEMS

683Infima of entropy production fluctuations and stopping
684times can be calculated for specific stochastic processes. In
685this section, we discuss these quantities for the dynamics of
686a colloidal particle with diffusion coefficient D, which
687moves in a periodic potential V, with period l, and under
688the influence of a constant external force F [70,71] (see
689Fig. 4 for a graphical illustration). This process has been
690realized in several experiments using colloidal particles
691trapped with toroidal optical potentials [28,72–74]. We
692discuss how our results can be tested in these types of
693experiments.
694We describe the dynamics of this colloidal particle in
695terms of a one-dimensional overdamped Brownian motion
696with periodic boundary conditions. The state of the particle
697at time t is characterized by a phase variable ϕðtÞ ∈ ½0;lÞ.
698In the illustration of a ring geometry in Fig. 4, ϕ is the
699azimuthal angle and l ¼ 2π. Equivalently, one can con-
700sider a stochastic process XðtÞ given by the net distance

10
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701 traveled by the Brownian particle up to time t:
702 XðtÞ ¼ ϕðtÞ − lNðtÞ, where NðtÞ ¼ N−ðtÞ − NþðtÞ is
703 the winding number or the number of turns N−ðtÞ against
704 the direction of the bias minus the number of turns NþðtÞ
705 in the direction of the bias, of the particle up to time t [75].
706 The time evolution of XðtÞ obeys the Langevin equation

dXðtÞ
dt

¼ −
1

γ
∂V½XðtÞ&

∂x þ vþ ζðtÞ; ð76Þ

707 where γ is a friction coefficient, v ¼ F=γ is the drift
708 velocity, and ζ is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean
709 hζðtÞi ¼ 0 and with autocorrelation hζðtÞζðt0Þi ¼
710 2Dδðt − t0Þ. If the Einstein relation holds, D ¼ kBTenv=γ,
711 with Tenv the temperature of the thermal reservoir. Here,
712 VðxÞ is the periodic potential of period l, Vðxþ lÞ ¼
713 VðxÞ, and f½∂VðXðtÞÞ&=∂xg ¼ f½∂VðxÞ&=∂xgjXðtÞ.
714 The steady-state entropy production after a time t is
715 [70,76]

StotðtÞ ¼ kB ln

R Xð0Þþl
Xð0Þ dyeðVðyÞ−FyÞ=kBTenv

R XðtÞþl
XðtÞ dyeðVðyÞ−FyÞ=kBTenv

: ð77Þ

716 For the drift-diffusion process with VðxÞ ¼ 0, the total
717 entropy production reads

StotðtÞ ¼ kB
v
D
½XðtÞ − Xð0Þ&: ð78Þ

718 Equation (78) implies that the first-passage and extreme-
719 value statistics of entropy production in the drift-diffusion

720process follow from the statistics of the position XðtÞ of a
721drifted Brownian particle in the real line. The drift-diffusion
722process is an example for which the infimum and first-
723passage statistics of entropy production can be calculated
724analytically. We also consider a Smoluchowski-Feynman
725ratchet whose dynamics is given by Eq. (76) with the
726nonzero potential

VðxÞ ¼ V0 ln½cosð2πx=lÞ þ 2&; ð79Þ

727as illustrated in Fig. 4. For the potential (79) with
728V0 ¼ kBTenv, the stochastic entropy production in a steady
729state, given by Eq. (77), equals [76]

StotðtÞ
kB

¼ fðXðtÞ − Xð0ÞÞ − ln
ψðXðtÞ; fÞ
ψðXð0Þ; fÞ

; ð80Þ

730with f ¼ Fl=ð2πkBTenvÞ and ψðx; fÞ ¼ f2½cosð2πx=lÞþ
7312& − f sinð2πx=lÞ þ 2.
732In the following, we present analytical results for the
733infima and passage statistics of entropy production in the
734drift-diffusion process, and we present simulation results
735for the Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet with the potential
736(79). The simulation results are for parameters correspond-
737ing to experimental conditions in optical tweezers experi-
738ments [72–74], namely, for a polystyrene spherical
739Brownian particle of radius 1 μm immersed in water at
740room temperature.

741A. Infimum statistics

742We present the statistics of infima of entropy production
743for the drift-diffusion process and the Smoluchowski-
744Feynman ratchet in a steady state.
745In Fig. 5, we show that the cumulative distribution of the
746local entropy-production infima SinfðtÞ is bounded from
747below by 1 − e−s, which confirms the universality of
748Eq. (2). We compare analytical results for the drift-
749diffusion process [VðxÞ ¼ 0, dashed lines] with numerical
750results for the Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet [with a
751potential VðxÞ given by Eq. (79), solid lines], for different
752values of the mean entropy production σðtÞ ¼ hStotðtÞi=kB.
753The analytical expression for the cumulative distribution of
754Sinf is, for the drift-diffusion process, given by (see
755Appendix F)

Pr
!
SinfðtÞ
kB

≥ −s
"

¼ 1

2

#
erfc

!
−s − σðtÞ
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σðtÞ

p
"

− e−serfc
!
s − σðtÞ
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σðtÞ

p
"%

; ð81Þ

756where s > 0, erfcðxÞ ¼ ð2=
ffiffiffi
π

p
Þ
Rþ∞
x e−y

2
dy is the comple-

757mentary error function, and σðtÞ is the average entropy
758production in a steady state at time t, which for the drift-
759diffusion process is σðtÞ ¼ ðv2=DÞt. Interestingly, the
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F4:1 FIG. 4. Illustration of a Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet. A
F4:2 Brownian particle (gray sphere) immersed in a thermal bath of
F4:3 temperature Tenv moves in a periodic potential VðϕÞ (black
F4:4 shaded curve) with friction coefficient γ. The coordinate ϕ is the
F4:5 azimuthal angle of the particle. When applying an external
F4:6 force F ¼ γv in the azimuthal direction, the particle reaches
F4:7 a nonequilibrium steady state. In this example, VðϕÞ ¼
F4:8 kBTenv ln½cosðϕÞ þ 2&, α ¼ R cosðϕÞ and β ¼ R sinðϕÞ, with
F4:9 R ¼ 2.
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760 bound saturates for large values of the average entropy
761 production σðtÞ, which illustrates the universal equality in
762 the distribution of the global infimum of entropy produc-
763 tion, given by Eq. (3). Remarkably, as shown in Fig. 5, the
764 cumulative distribution for the infimum of entropy pro-
765 duction of the Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet is nearly
766 identical for different shapes of the potential VðxÞ. This
767 equivalence between the infimum cumulative distributions
768 holds even for small values of σðtÞ, where the shape of the
769 potential VðxÞ affects the entropy-production fluctuations.
770 Second, in Fig. 6, we illustrate the infimum law,
771 hSinfðtÞi ≥ −kB. We show the average local infimum
772 hSinfðtÞi as a function of the mean entropy production
773 σðtÞ; we compare analytical results for the drift-diffusion
774 process without a potential (dashed lines) with numerical
775 results for the Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet with a
776 potential given by Eq. (79) (solid lines). The analytical
777 expression for the drift-diffusion process is (see
778 Appendix F)

!
SinfðtÞ
kB

"
¼ −erf

# ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σðtÞ

p

2

%
þ σðtÞ

2
erfc

# ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σðtÞ

p

2

%

−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σðtÞ
π

r
e−σðtÞ=4; ð82Þ

779 where erfðxÞ ¼ 1 − erfcðxÞ is the error function. In the limit
780 of large times, the global infimum hS∞infi ¼ −kB, in accor-
781 dance with the universal equality (4). The results in Fig. 6
782 show that the mean local infimum of entropy production

783has the same functional dependence on σðtÞ independent of
784the potential VðxÞ. This points towards a universal behavior
785of the statistics of local infima of entropy production.

786B. Passage probabilities and first-passage times

7871. Symmetric boundaries

788We illustrate our universal results on passage probabil-
789ities and first-passage times for the drift-diffusion process
790and the Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet.
791For the drift-diffusion process, we recover the first-
792passage-time fluctuation theorem for entropy production,
793given by Eq. (8), from the analytical expressions of the
794first-passage-time distributions for the position of a
795Brownian particle (see Appendix G).
796We also compute, using numerical simulations, the first-
797passage-time statistics for entropy production for the
798Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet in a steady state and with
799potential VðxÞ given by Eq. (79). First, we study the first-
800passage times Tð2Þ

% for entropy production with two
801absorbing boundaries at the threshold values stot and
802−stot (with stot > 0). Figure 7 shows the empirical first-

803passage-time distribution pTð2Þ
þ
ðt; stotÞ to first reach the

804positive threshold (blue squares) together with the first-
805passage time distribution pTð2Þ

−
ðt;−stotÞ to first reach the

806negative threshold (red circles; the distribution is rescaled
807by estot=kB). Since both distributions coincide, we confirm
808the validity of the first-passage-time fluctuation theorem
809given by Eq. (8). Moreover, the functional dependence of
810the empirical passage probabilities Pð2Þ

þ and Pð2Þ
− on the
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F5:1 FIG. 5. Cumulative distributions of the infimum of entropy
F5:2 production for a Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet in a steady
F5:3 state for different values of the mean entropy change
F5:4 σðtÞ ¼ hStotðtÞi=kB. Simulation results for the Smoluchowski-
F5:5 Feynman ratchet with the potential (79) (solid lines) are com-
F5:6 pared with analytical results for the drift-diffusion process given
F5:7 by Eq. (81) (dashed lines) and with the universal bound given by
F5:8 1 − e−s (rightmost yellow curve). Simulation parameters: 104

F5:9 simulations with Tenv ¼ 300 K, l ¼ 2π nm, γ ¼ 8.4 pNs=nm,
F5:10 V0 ¼ kBTenv, simulation time step Δt ¼ 0.00127 s, and total
F5:11 simulation time t ¼ 0.4 s. The external force F and the drift
F5:12 velocity v are determined by the average entropy production σðtÞ.
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Drift-diffusion

F6:1FIG. 6. Mean of the local entropy-production infimum hSinfðtÞi
F6:2as a function of the mean entropy change σðtÞ ¼ hStotðtÞi=kB for
F6:3a Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet in a steady state. Simulation
F6:4results for the Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet with the potential
F6:5(79) (symbols) are compared with analytical results for the drift-
F6:6diffusion process given by Eq. (82) (dashed lines), and with the
F6:7universal infimum law given by −kB (yellow thick bar). Different
F6:8symbols are obtained for different simulation time steps Δt.
F6:9Simulation parameters: 104 simulations with Tenv ¼ 300 K,

F6:10l ¼ 2π nm, γ ¼ 8.4 pNs=nm, V0 ¼ kBTenv, and total simulation
F6:11time t ¼ 0.4 s.
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811 threshold value stot obeys the expressions given by
812 Eqs. (47) and (48) (see top inset in Fig. 7). As a result,
813 the integral first-passage-time fluctuation theorem given by
814 Eq. (69) is also fulfilled in this example (see bottom inset in
815 Fig. 7). Notice that, for this example, analytical expressions
816 for Pð2Þ

þ and Pð2Þ
− can be obtained with the method described

817 in Refs. [77,78].
818 As a second case, we consider two one-boundary first-
819 passage problems for entropy production. We study the
820 first-passage times Tð1Þ

þ for entropy production with one
821 absorbing boundary at the threshold value stot, and the
822 corresponding first-passage time Tð1Þ

− at the negative thresh-
823 old value −stot. We obtain numerical estimates of the

824 distribution pTð1Þ
þ
ðt; stotÞ and its conjugate distribution

825 pTð1Þ
−
ðt;−stotÞ. Figure 8 shows empirical estimates of these

826 first-passage-time distributions and confirms the validity of
827 the first-passage-time fluctuation theorem given by Eq. (8).
828 In the top inset of Fig. 8, we show that the passage
829 probabilities Pð1Þ

þ and Pð1Þ
− are given by the analytical

830 expressions in Eqs. (53) and (54), and in the bottom
831 inset, we verify the integral first-passage-time fluctuation

832theorem given by Eq. (69) for one-boundary first-passage
833processes.

8342. Asymmetric boundaries

835We now discuss the passage statistics for entropy
836production with asymmetric boundaries. In Appendix G,
837we discuss the drift-diffusion process, whereas here we
838discuss the Smoluchowski-Feynman rachet with a potential
839given by Eq. (79). In Fig. 9(a), we show the distributions of
840the first-passage times pTð2Þ

þ
ðt; sþtotÞ and pTð2Þ

−
ðt;−s−totÞ with

841two boundaries located at sþtot ¼ 2kB and −s−tot ¼ −kB.
842Interestingly, the ratio of the two distributions

843pTð2Þ
þ
ðt; sþtotÞ=pTð2Þ

−
ðt;−s−totÞ is time dependent. Therefore,

844the first-passage-time fluctuation relation, given by
845Eq. (8), does not extend to asymmetric boundaries.
846Consequently, for asymmetric boundaries, the mean first-
847passage times hTð2Þ

þ i and hTð2Þ
− i to first reach, respectively,

848the positive and negative boundaries are, in general,
849different. In Fig. 9(b), we show numerical results for the
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F7:1 FIG. 7. Empirical two-boundary first-passage-time distribu-
F7:2 tions of entropy production to first reach a positive threshold

F7:3 pTð2Þ
þ
ðt; stotÞ (blue squares) and the rescaled distribution for the

F7:4 negative threshold pTð2Þ
−
ðt;−stotÞestot=kB (red circles) for the

F7:5 Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet with the potential (79) in a
F7:6 steady state. The distributions are obtained from 104 numerical
F7:7 simulations, and the threshold values are set to %stot ¼ %2.2kB.
F7:8 The simulations are done using the Euler numerical scheme with
F7:9 the following parameters: F ¼ 4 pN, Tenv ¼ 300 K, l ¼ 2π nm,

F7:10 γ ¼ 8.4 pNs=nm, V0 ¼ kBTenv, and simulation time step
F7:11 Δt ¼ 0.0127 s. Top inset: Empirical passage probabilities of
F7:12 entropy production to first reach the positive threshold (Pð2Þ

þ , blue
F7:13 squares) and to first reach the negative threshold (Pð2Þ

− , red circles)
F7:14 as a function of the threshold value stot. The analytical expres-
F7:15 sions for Pð2Þ

þ (blue solid line), given by Eq. (47), and for Pð2Þ
− (red

F7:16 dashed line), given by Eq. (48), are also shown. Bottom inset:
F7:17 Logarithm of the ratio between the empirical passage probabil-
F7:18 ities Pð2Þ

þ and Pð2Þ
− as a function of the threshold value stot

F7:19 (magenta diamonds). The solid line is a straight line of slope 1.
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F8:1FIG. 8. Empirical one-boundary first-passage-time distribu-
F8:2tions of entropy production to first reach a positive threshold

F8:3pTð1Þ
þ
ðt; stotÞ (blue squares), and the rescaled distribution for the

F8:4negative threshold pTð1Þ
−
ðt;−stotÞestot=kB (red circles), for the

F8:5Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet with the potential (79) in a

F8:6steady state. The estimate of pTð1Þ
þ
ðt; stotÞ [pTð1Þ

−
ðt;−stotÞ] is

F8:7obtained by measuring the time when entropy production first
F8:8reaches the single absorbing boundary stot ¼ 2.2kB
F8:9(−stot ¼ −2.2kB) in 104 simulations. The simulations are done

F8:10with the same parameters as in Fig. 7, and the empirical
F8:11probabilities are calculated over a total simulation time of
F8:12τmax ¼ 20 s. Top inset: Empirical passage probabilities of en-
F8:13tropy production with a positive-threshold (Pð1Þ

þ , blue squares)
F8:14and with a negative-threshold (Pð1Þ

− , red circles) as a function of
F8:15the values of the thresholds. For comparison, the expression for
F8:16Pð1Þ

þ given by Eq. (53) (blue solid line) and the expression for Pð1Þ
−

F8:17given by Eq. (54) (red dashed line) are also shown. Bottom inset:
F8:18Logarithm of the ratio between Pð1Þ

þ and Pð1Þ
− as a function of the

F8:19threshold value (magenta diamonds). The solid line is a straight
F8:20line of slope 1.
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850 entropy-production passage probabilities Pð2Þ
þ and Pð2Þ

− as a
851 function of the value of the negative threshold s−tot.
852 Simulation results are in accordance with the universal
853 expressions given by Eqs. (5) and (6).

854 C. Fluctuation theorem in waiting times

855 We illustrate the waiting-time fluctuation theorem, given
856 by Eq. (9) [or Eq. (73)], on the Smoluchowski-Feynman
857 ratchet. We compute, using numerical simulations, the
858 waiting times along forward trajectories I → II and

859backward trajectories II → I between two states charac-
860terized, respectively, by the coordinates X ¼ XI and
861X ¼ XII, as illustrated in Fig. 10(a). In agreement with
862the fluctuation theorem for waiting times, we find that the
863normalized distribution pTI→II

þ
ðtjsenvÞ is equal to the nor-

864malized distribution pTII→I
−

ðtj − senvÞ [see Fig. 10(b)]. Here,
865the environment-entropy change is determined by the heat
866exchange between the system and the environment, i.e.,
867senv ¼ −Q=Tenv ¼ FðXII − XIÞ=Tenv þ ½VðXIÞ − VðXIIÞ&=
868Tenv. In the inset of Fig. 10(b), we show simulation results
869for the ratio of passage probabilities, which is in agreement
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F9:1 FIG. 9. First-passage statistics of entropy production with two
F9:2 absorbing and asymmetric boundaries at values sþtot ¼ 2s−tot for the
F9:3 Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet with potential (79) in a steady

F9:4 state. (a) The first-passage-time distribution pTð2Þ
þ
ðt; sþtotÞ (blue

F9:5 open squares) for entropy production to first reach sþtot ¼ 2kB
F9:6 given that it has not reached −s−tot ¼ −kB before, and the first-
F9:7 passage-time distribution pTð2Þ

−
ðt;−s−totÞ (red open circles) to first

F9:8 reach −s−tot given that it has not reached sþtot before. The data are
F9:9 from 104 simulations of the Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet
F9:10 using the same simulation parameters as in Fig. 7. (b) Passage
F9:11 probabilities for entropy production Pð2Þ

þ (blue filled squares) to
F9:12 first reach the positive threshold sþtot given that it has not reached
F9:13 −s−tot before, and the passage probability for entropy production
F9:14 Pð2Þ

− (red filled circles) to first reach the positive threshold −s−tot
F9:15 given that it has not reached sþtot before. We show the passage
F9:16 probabilities as a function of the negative threshold value s−tot; the
F9:17 positive threshold is sþtot ¼ 2s−tot. The curves represent the
F9:18 analytical expressions for the passage probabilities given by
F9:19 Eqs. (5) and (6) (Pð2Þ

þ , blue solid curve; Pð2Þ
− , red dashed curve).
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F10:1FIG. 10. Waiting-time statistics between the states XI and XII as
F10:2illustrated in panel (a) for the Smoluchowski-Feynman ratchet
F10:3with the potential (79). In panel (b), simulation results are shown
F10:4for the normalized waiting-time distributions of transitions I → II
F10:5(blue squares) and of reversed transitions II → I (red circles). The
F10:6simulations are done with the same parameters as in Fig. 7, and
F10:7the distributions are obtained from 104 trajectories. Inset:
F10:8Logarithm of the ratio between PI→II

þ and PII→I
− as a function

F10:9of the environment-entropy change in the transition I → II
F10:10(magenta diamonds). The transition probability PI→II

þ ðPII→I
− Þ is

F10:11the fraction of the trajectories starting from XI ðXIIÞ at t ¼ 0 that
F10:12reach XII ðXIÞ at a later time t > 0 without returning to XI ðXIIÞ
F10:13before. The solid line is a straight line of slope 1. The data in the
F10:14inset are obtained from 105 simulations starting from state I and
F10:15105 simulations starting from state II.
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870 with our theoretical result Eq. (75), i.e., PI→II
þ =PII→I

− ¼
871 e−Q=kBTenv .

872 VIII. APPLICATIONS TO ACTIVE MOLECULAR
873 PROCESSES

874 In contrast to the driven colloidal particles discussed in
875 the last section, which are best viewed as a continuous
876 stochastic process, many biochemical processes are often
877 described in terms of transitions between discrete states.
878 Examples are the motion of a molecular motor on a
879 substrate with discrete binding sites or a chemical reaction
880 that turns reactants into products. The statistics of waiting
881 times of discrete processes can be obtained by a coarse-
882 graining procedure of continuous processes, which we
883 describe below. We apply our theory to a chemically driven
884 hopping process with 1 degree of freedom and to the
885 dynamics of RNA polymerases described by 2 degrees of
886 freedom.

887 A. From continuous to discrete processes

888 We can apply the theory developed above to systems that
889 progress in discrete steps using a coarse-graining procedure
890 [79,80]. We consider a single continuous mesoscopic
891 degree of freedom X, which can be used to describe a
892 stochastic cyclic process. The variable X can be interpreted
893 as a generalized reaction coordinate or the position coor-
894 dinate of a molecular motor, and it obeys the Langevin
895 equation (76) with the same noise correlations. The
896 effective potential VðXÞ now describes the free energy
897 profile along a chemical reaction or the position coordinate
898 of a molecular motor.
899 We coarse grain the continuous variable X by consid-
900 ering events when the particle passes discrete points at
901 positions XM. The transition times between these points are
902 examples of waiting times, similar to those in Kramers’
903 theory [69]. An example is shown in Fig. 11, for which the
904 points XM are located at the minima of the potential V. We
905 introduce the transition times TM→Mþ1 to reach the final
906 state XMþ1 for the first time, starting from the initial state
907 XM and allowing for several passages through XM.
908 Similarly, we define TMþ1→M for the reverse process.
909 The entropy change associated with a transition is
910 stot ¼ Fl=Tenv, where we have used the fact that the
911 process is cyclic. Entropy production is therefore related
912 to position XM by

StotðtÞ ¼ −NðtÞ Fl
Tenv

; ð83Þ

913 whereNðtÞ ¼ ½XMð0Þ − XMðtÞ&=l is the number of steps in
914 the negative direction minus the number of steps in the
915 positive direction up to time t. The transition times are thus
916 first-passage times of entropy production: TM→Mþ1 ¼ Tð2Þ

þ
917 and TMþ1→M ¼ Tð2Þ

− , with thresholds s'tot ¼ Fl=Tenv. The

918probabilities for forward and backward hopping are the
919passage probabilities for entropy production Pð2Þ

þ and Pð2Þ
− .

920The hopping probabilities and the statistics of transition
921times obey the universal equalities that we have derived in
922Secs. IV–VI. They can also be related to the usually
923discussed transition rates k' ≡ Pð2Þ

' h1=Tð2Þ
' i, which satisfy

924the condition of local detailed balance kþ=k− ¼ eFl=kBTenv

925[38–40], as follows from Eqs. (65) and (69).

926B. Chemically driven hopping processes described
927by 1 degree of freedom

928Enzymes or molecular motors that are driven out of
929equilibrium by a chemical bias or external force are
930examples of stepping processes. The thermodynamic bias
931of a chemical transition is often of the form
932Fl ¼ ΔG − Fmechl, where ΔG denotes the chemical free
933energy change associated with the chemical transition and
934Fmech is an externally applied force opposing motion driven
935by positive ΔG.
936We are interested in the statistics of chemical transition
937times TM→M0 , which are the first-passage times of entropy
938production Tð2Þ

þ and Tð2Þ
− . Equation (65) implies that the

939normalized distributions of Tð2Þ
þ and Tð2Þ

− are identical. This

F11:1FIG. 11. Coarse-graining procedure from a continuous Lange-
F11:2vin process (top) to a discrete Markov process (bottom). The
F11:3horizonal axis denotes either a chemical coordinate, which
F11:4quantifies the progress of a chemical reaction, or a position
F11:5coordinate, which quantifies the position of a molecular motor. In
F11:6the Langevin description, this coordinate is described by the
F11:7position of a Brownian particle (gray circle) moving in a periodic
F11:8potential VðXÞ of period l (blue curve) and driven by an external
F11:9bias F ¼ ΔG=l − Fmech. In the discrete process, this coordinate

F11:10is described by the state of a Markov jump process with stepping
F11:11rates kþ and k−, which are related to the waiting times and the
F11:12passage probabilities through kþ ¼ Pð2Þ

þ h1=Tð2Þ
þ i and k− ¼

F11:13Pð2Þ
− h1=Tð2Þ

− i. Our coarse-graining procedure corresponds to a
F11:14partitioning of the coordinate axis into intervals (green shaded
F11:15areas) centered on the minima of the potential (dashed lines).
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940 symmetry condition of the distributions of forward and
941 backward transition times could be tested experimentally.

942 For instance, the relation hTð2Þ
þ i ¼ hTð2Þ

− i on the mean dwell
943 times could be tested experimentally for molecular motors
944 that make reversible steps, for example, F0F1-ATP syn-
945 thases [81] and RNA polymerases in the backtracking
946 state [82,83].
947 We can also discuss the extreme-value statistics of the
948 number of steps N against the direction of the bias. We
949 denote by NmaxðtÞ > 0 the maximum number of steps
950 against the direction of the bias, which is the most extreme
951 fluctuation opposing the direction of the average current.
952 The infimum law Eq. (1) implies an upper bound for the
953 average of NmaxðtÞ given by

hNmaxðtÞi ≤
kBTenv

ΔG − Fmechl
; ð84Þ

954 for ΔG > Fmechl. The right-hand side of Eq. (84) is the
955 inverse of the Péclet number Pe ¼ vl=D. Moreover, Eq. (2)
956 implies that the cumulative distribution of NmaxðtÞ is
957 bounded from above by an exponential

Pr ðNmaxðtÞ ≥ nÞ ≤ e−nðΔG−FmechlÞ=kBTenv ; ð85Þ

958 with n ≥ 0. Equation (85) states that the probability that a
959 molecular motor makes more than n backsteps is smaller
960 than or equal to e−nðΔG−FmechlÞ=kBTenv . Therefore, our results
961 on infima of entropy production constrain the maximum
962 excursion of a molecular motor against the direction of an
963 external force.

964 C. Dynamics of RNA polymerases: An example
965 with 2 degrees of freedom

966 We now apply the general results of our theory to a more
967 complex example of a biomolecular process, which cannot
968 be described in terms of a single degree of freedom,
969 namely, the dynamics of RNA polymerases on a DNA
970 template. RNA polymerases transcribe genetic information
971 from DNA into RNA. During transcription, RNA polymer-
972 ases adopt two different states: the elongating state and the
973 backtracking state [82]. Elongation is an active process
974 where RNA polymerases move stepwise and unidirection-
975 ally along the DNA while polymerizing a complementary
976 RNA driven by the chemical free energy of the incorpo-
977 rated nucleotides, as illustrated in Fig. 12(a). In the
978 elongating state, the motion of RNA polymerase and the
979 polymerization reaction are fueled by the hydrolysis of
980 ribonucleotide triphosphate (NTP), which provides the
981 free energy ΔGNTP per nucleotide [84]. Backtracking is
982 a passive motion of the RNA polymerase on the DNA
983 template that displaces the RNA 3’ end from the active site
984 of the polymerase and leaves the enzyme transcriptionally
985 inactive [85], as illustrated in Fig. 12(b). Transcription is

986thus an active polymerization process that is interspersed
987by pauses of passive stepping motion.
988The main properties of the dynamics of RNA polymer-
989ases are the following: In the elongating state, RNA
990polymerases can either continue elongation [green arrows
991in Figs. 12(a) and 12(c)] or enter a backtracking state [blue
992arrows in Figs. 12(a) and 12(c)]. A RNA polymerase in the
993backtracking state diffuses on the DNA template until its

(a) Elongation

3’

5’

ElongationRNA Polymerase

DNA
RNA

DNA

Backtrack
entry

RNA Polymerase

RNA5’
3’

DiffusionDiffusion

(b) Backtracking

(c) 

Elongation

Backtracking

F12:1FIG. 12. Stochastic model for transcription. (a) Sketch of an
F12:2elongating RNA polymerase. The polymerase can either incor-
F12:3porate a new nucleotide in its active site (red shaded square) or
F12:4enter a backtracked state. (b) Sketch of a backtracking RNA
F12:5polymerase. The polymerase diffuses along the DNA template
F12:6until its active site (red shaded area) aligns with the 3’ end of the
F12:7transcribed RNA. (c) Network representation of a Markov jump
F12:8process describing the dynamics of RNA polymerases. The X
F12:9coordinate gives the position of the polymerase along the DNA

F12:10template, and the Y coordinate gives the number of nucleotides
F12:11transcribed. Green nodes represent elongating states, and brown
F12:12nodes represent backtracked states. The inset shows all possible
F12:13transitions from or to an elongating state. The green solid arrow
F12:14denotes active translocation of the RNA polymerase, and the
F12:15dashed green arrow denotes its time-reversed transition. Because
F12:16the heat dissipated during the forward translocation is much
F12:17larger than kBTenv, the rate of the backward transition is very
F12:18small. The blue arrow corresponds to the entry in a backtracked
F12:19state, and the brown arrow is the exit from a backtracked state into
F12:20the elongating state. In the backtracked state, motion is biased
F12:21towards the elongating state.
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994 active site is realigned with the 3’ end of the RNA [82,86].
995 This diffusive motion is often biased by either the presence
996 of external opposing forces Fmech or by an energy barrier
997 ΔVRNA related to the secondary structure of the nascent
998 RNA [88,89]; see Fig. 13.
999 The dynamics of RNA polymerase can thus be described

1000 as a continuous-time Markov jump process on a two-
1001 dimensional network [89–91]; see Fig. 12(c) . The state of a
1002 polymerase is determined by two variables: X denotes the
1003 position of the polymerase (in nucleotides) along the DNA
1004 template, and Y denotes the number of NTP molecules
1005 hydrolyzed during elongation. When X ¼ Y, the polymer-
1006 ase is in the elongating state, and when X < Y, the
1007 polymerase is in the backtracked state. The variable N ¼
1008 Y − X denotes the depth of the backtrack. We consider, for
1009 simplicity, a stationary process with steady-state distribu-
1010 tion pssðX; YÞ on a homogeneous DNA template.
1011 Therefore, the steady-state probability to find the polymer-
1012 ase in an elongating state is pssð0Þ ¼ pssðX;XÞ, and the
1013 steady-state probability to find the polymerase backtracked
1014 by N steps is pssðNÞ ¼ pssðX;X þ NÞ.
1015 Two relevant quantities in transcription are the pause
1016 density [82,87,90,92], i.e., the probability per nucleotide
1017 that an elongating polymerase enters a backtracked state,
1018 and the maximum depth of a backtrack [82,83], i.e., the
1019 maximum number of backtracked nucleotides. Our theory
1020 provides expressions for the statistics of these quantities in
1021 terms of infima and stopping-time statistics of entropy
1022 production.
1023 If the probability flux from the elongating state into the
1024 backtracked state is smaller than the flux of the reverse

1025process, which implies that entropy Stot reduces when the
1026polymerase enters a backtrack, the pause density is equal to
1027a passage probability Pð2Þ

− of entropy production. In
1028addition, we consider that an elongating polymerase only
1029moves forward. These conditions are necessary for back-
1030track entry to correspond to a first-passage process of
1031entropy production with two absorbing boundaries of

1032different sign. The probability Pð2Þ
þ then corresponds to

1033the probability for the polymerase to attach a new nucleo-
1034tide, as illustrated in the inset in Fig. 12(c). These
1035probabilities obey Eqs. (5) and (6) [93], with −s−tot ¼
1036ΔSbe þ Fmechl=Tenv and sþtot ¼ ðΔGNTP − FmechlÞ=Tenv.
1037Here, ΔSbe ¼ −kB ln ½pssð1Þ=pssð0Þ& is the system entropy
1038change when entering the backtrack. If ΔGNTP=
1039kBTenv ≫ 1, which holds in typical experiments [90], we
1040have e−s

þ
tot=kB ≪ 1, and thus we find simple expressions

1041for the pause densities and the probability to continue
1042elongations,

Pð2Þ
þ ≃ 1 − eðTenvΔSbeþFmechlÞ=kBTenv ; ð86Þ

1043Pð2Þ
− ≃ eðTenvΔSbeþFmechlÞ=kBTenv : ð87Þ

1044The backtrack entry of a polymerase, and therefore the
1045pause density, is thus determined by a kinetic competition
1046between an entropic term TenvΔSbe < 0 and the work done
1047by the force acting on the polymerase, Fmechl > 0.
1048We can also discuss the dynamics of backtracked RNA
1049polymerases. During a backtrack, the dynamics of RNA
1050polymerase is captured by a one-dimensional biased
1051diffusion process with an absorbing boundary correspond-
1052ing to the transition to elongation [83]; see Fig. 13. During
1053backtracking, the bias F ¼ ΔVRNA=l − Fmech, where
1054ΔVRNA is an energy barrier associated with the secondary
1055structure of the nascent RNA [87–89]. The waiting times of
1056the corresponding Markov jump process are equal to first-
1057passage times of entropy production. For a polymerase with
1058backtrack depth N, the waiting time to decrease N by one

1059Tð2Þ
þ ðNÞ and the waiting time to increase N by one Tð2Þ

− ðNÞ
1060are first-passage times of entropy production with two
1061absorbing boundaries sþtot ¼ −kB ln ½pssðN − 1Þ=pssðNÞ& þ
1062Fl=Tenv and −s−tot ¼ −kB ln ½pssðN þ 1Þ=pssðNÞ& − Fl=
1063Tenv. If the bias dominates, the two boundaries have
1064opposite sign, and we can use the theory of stopping times
1065developed here. The hopping probabilities for forward and
1066backward steps in the backtrack then follow from our
1067general expressions for passage probabilities of entropy
1068production, Eqs. (5) and (6).
1069The maximum backtrack depth NmaxðtÞ, at a time t after
1070entering the backtrack state, is related to the infimum of
1071entropy production, SinfðtÞ. The infimum law (1) therefore
1072provides a thermodynamic bound on the average of the
1073maximum extent of a backtrack. Using Eq. (84) with
1074ΔVRNA ≃ 0.5kBTenv and Fmechl≃ 0.4kBTenv [87–89],

Absorbing
state

(Elongation)

F13:1 FIG. 13. The dynamics of RNA polymerase during back-
F13:2 tracking. The motion of the polymerase is represented as a
F13:3 diffusion process in a tilted periodic potential with an absorbing
F13:4 boundary on the right (which corresponds to the transition from
F13:5 the backtracked state into the elongating state). The period of the
F13:6 potential is equal to the length of one nucleotide (nt). The
F13:7 potential is tilted towards the absorbing boundary due to an
F13:8 energetic barrier ΔVRNA, and an external opposing mechanical
F13:9 force Fmech pushes the polymerase away from the absorbing

F13:10 boundary. This process can be coarse grained into a discrete one-
F13:11 dimensional hopping process with waiting times Tð2Þ

þ and Tð2Þ
− .
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1075 we estimate the upper bound for the maximum backtrack
1076 depth hNmaxðtÞi≲ 10 nucleotides; we have used the
1077 parameter values Fmech ¼ 5 pN, kBTenv ¼ 4 pNnm, and
1078 l ¼ 0.34 nm (the distance between two nucleotides).
1079 Similarly, from Eq. (85), we find that the cumulative
1080 distribution of the maximum backtrack depth is upper
1081 bounded by an exponential [94]. This is consistent with
1082 single molecule experiments on RNA polymerase back-
1083 tracking, which have reported that the distribution of the
1084 maximum backtrack depth is exponential (see Fig. S3
1085 in Ref. [82]).

1086 IX. DISCUSSION

1087 The second law of thermodynamics is a statement about
1088 the average entropy production when many realizations of a
1089 mesoscopic system are considered. This fundamental law
1090 leaves open the question of whether fluctuations of entropy
1091 production also obey general laws [45,75,95–99]. In the
1092 present paper, we have demonstrated that the infimum of
1093 entropy production and stopping times of entropy produc-
1094 tion exhibit statistical features that are universal and do not
1095 depend on the physical nature of a given system.
1096 The simplest example that illustrates these universal fea-
1097 tures is the case where entropy production follows a
1098 stochastic drift-diffusion process described by the
1099 Langevin equation

dStotðtÞ
dt

¼ vS þ ηSðtÞ; ð88Þ

1100 where the constant drift velocity vS > 0 corresponds
1101 to the average entropy production rate. The Gaussian
1102 white noise ηSðtÞ has zero mean, and the autocorre-
1103 lation hηSðtÞηSð0Þi ¼ 2DSδðtÞ. The diffusion constant
1104 DS characterizes entropy-production fluctuations and
1105 obeys

DS ¼ kBvS: ð89Þ

1106 Equations (88) and (89) can be derived from Eq. (78).
1107 These equations exhibit all the universal properties of
1108 entropy production discussed in this paper; see Sec. VII.
1109 The infimum of entropy production up to a given time
1110 must be either zero or negative, even though entropy
1111 production is always positive on average. Here, we have
1112 shown that when averaging over all realizations in a
1113 nonequilibrium steady state, the average infimum of
1114 entropy production is always greater than or equal to
1115 −kB. Furthermore, the global infimum of entropy produc-
1116 tion is exponentially distributed with mean −kB. This is an
1117 exact result for the distribution of global infima of a
1118 correlated stochastic process, which is interesting because
1119 only a few similar results are known [100–102].
1120 Our results are of special interest for experiments
1121 because entropy production reaches its global infimum

1122in a finite time. The exact results on entropy infima could
1123be verified experimentally, for example, using colloidal
1124particles trapped with optical tweezers [72,73,103]. Other
1125experimental systems that could be used to test our results
1126are single-molecule experiments [81,104,105] or meso-
1127scopic electronic systems such as single-electron
1128boxes [34].
1129We have furthermore shown that the stopping-time
1130statistics and the passage statistics of entropy production
1131exhibit universality. We have found a remarkable symmetry
1132for the stopping times of entropy production. In a network
1133of states, this symmetry relation implies that, for each link
1134between two states, the statistics of waiting times is the
1135same for forward and backward jumps along this link.
1136Measuring statistics of waiting times thus reveals whether
1137two forward and backward transitions along a link in a
1138network of states are each other’s time reverse. If the
1139corresponding waiting-time distributions are not equal,
1140then forward and backward transitions are not related by
1141time reversal. It would be interesting to relate the symmetry
1142of waiting-time distributions to other symmetry properties
1143of stochastic processes, such as the conditional reversibility
1144relations [106].
1145Our work is based on the finding that in a steady state,
1146e−StotðtÞ=kB is a martingale process. A martingale is a process
1147for which the mean is unpredictable, or equivalently, it
1148represents a fair game with no net gain or loss. The theory
1149of martingales is well developed because of its importance
1150to fields such as quantitative finance [56,57] and decision
1151theory [107]. In stochastic thermodynamics, martingales
1152have not yet attracted much attention. However, the
1153martingale property and equations of the form (21) and
1154(23) have been discussed in the context of action func-
1155tionals in Ref. [25]. Our present work explores the
1156martingale property of entropy production, revealing sev-
1157eral previously unknown properties of stochastic entropy
1158production of stationary processes. We show that entropy
1159production itself is a submartingale, and we relate this fact
1160to the second law of thermodynamics. Remarkably, the
1161universal statistics of infima and stopping times all follow
1162from the martingale property of e−StotðtÞ=kB . Our work thus
1163highlights the relevance of martingales to nonequilibrium
1164thermodynamics.
1165Our results on entropy production fluctuations provide
1166expressions for the hopping probabilities, the statistics of
1167waiting times, and the extreme-value statistics of active
1168molecular processes. We have illustrated our results on
1169active molecular processes described by 1 degree of free-
1170dom and on the stochastic dynamics of DNA transcription
1171by RNA polymerases. Our theory provides expressions for
1172the probability of molecular motors to step forward or
1173backward in terms of the entropy produced during the
1174forward and backward steps, and it relates waiting-time
1175statistics of forward and backward transitions. Moreover,
1176the infimum law provides a thermodynamic bound on the

12
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1177 maximal excursion of a motor against the effective force
1178 that drives its motion. For the dynamics of RNA polymer-
1179 ases, this implies that the statistics of the maximum
1180 backtrack depth is bounded by a limiting exponential
1181 distribution. This provides predictions about the mean
1182 and the second moment of backtrack depths that could
1183 be tested in future single-molecule experiments.
1184 Cells and proteins often execute complex functions at
1185 random times. Stopping times provide a powerful tool to
1186 characterize the timing of stochastic biological processes. It
1187 will be interesting to explore whether our approach to the
1188 statistics of stopping times of nonequilibrium processes is
1189 also relevant to more complex systems, such as flagellar
1190 motor switching [108], sensory systems [109–112], self-
1191 replicating nucleic acids [113,114], or cell-fate decisions
1192 [115,116].
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1201 APPENDIX A: MARTINGALE PROCESSES

1202 We define martingale processes and discuss their proper-
1203 ties using concepts and notations from probability and
1204 martingale theory [50].

1205 1. Definition of a martingale process

1206 A sequence of random variables X1; X2; X3;… is a
1207 martingale when EðjXnjÞ < ∞, for all n ∈ N, and the
1208 conditional expectation EðXnjX1; X2;…; XmÞ ¼ Xm, for
1209 all m ≤ n. A martingale is thus a process for which the
1210 mean is unpredictable, or equivalently, it represents a fair
1211 game with no net gain or loss. Note that here we use the
1212 standard notation EPðXnÞ ¼ hXniP for the expectation of a
1213 random variable Xn with respect to the measure P.
1214 For our purposes, we also need a general definition
1215 of a martingale process with respect to a filtered
1216 probability space. We consider a stochastic process
1217 Xðω; tÞ, with t ∈ ½0;∞½, and a filtered probability space
1218 ½Ω;F ; fF ðtÞgt≥0;P%. For processes in continuous time, we
1219 consider that X is right continuous. A process Xðω; tÞ is a
1220 martingale with respect to the filtered probability space
1221 ½Ω;F ; fF ðtÞgt≥0;P% when the following occur: X is
1222 adapted to the filtration fF ðtÞgt≥0; X is integrable, i.e.,
1223 E½jXðω; tÞj% < ∞; and the conditional expectation
1224 E½Xðω; tÞjF ðsÞ% ¼ Xðω; sÞ for all s < t. The latter con-
1225 dition is equivalent to

Z

ω∈Φ
Xðω; sÞdP ¼

Z

ω∈Φ
Xðω; tÞdP; ðA1Þ

1226for any s < t and for any Φ ∈ F ðsÞ. A submartingale
1227satisfies the inequality

Z

ω∈Φ
Xðω; sÞdP ≤

Z

ω∈Φ
Xðω; tÞdP; ðA2Þ

1228for any s < t and for any Φ ∈ F ðsÞ. The Wiener process,
1229also called a Brownian motion, is an example of a
1230martingale process.

12312. Uniform integrability

1232Uniformly integrable processes play an important
1233role in martingale theory. We call a stochastic process X
1234uniform integrable on the probability space ½Ω; fF ðtÞgt≥0;
1235F ;P% if given ϵ > 0, there exists a K ∈ ½0;∞Þ such
1236that

EPðjXðtÞjIjXðtÞj>KÞ < ϵ; ðA3Þ

1237for all t ≥ 0. The indicator function IjXðtÞj>K is defined as

IjXðtÞj>K ¼
!
1 if jXðtÞj > K

0 if jXðtÞj ≤ K:
ðA4Þ

1238A bounded random process is uniformly integrable, and a
1239uniformly integrable process is integrable, i.e., E½jXðtÞ%j <
1240∞ for all values of t. Uniform integrability can thus be seen
1241as a condition that is less stringent than boundedness but
1242more stringent than integrability.
1243For a uniformly integrable martingale process, the
1244random variable Xðω;∞Þ ¼ limt→∞Xðω; tÞ exists [50],
1245and it is finite for P-almost all ω ∈ Ω. A process is uniform
1246integrable if and only if [50]

Xðω; tÞ ¼ E½Xðω;þ∞ÞjF ðtÞ%; ðA5Þ

1247for t ≥ 0, and with Xðω;þ∞Þ integrable, i.e.,
1248E½jXðω;þ∞Þj% < ∞.

12493. Doob’s maximal inequality

1250Doob’s maximal inequality provides an upper bound on
1251the cumulative distribution of the supremum of a non-
1252negative submartingale process Xðω; tÞ in a time interval I
1253[41], viz.,

Pr ½supt∈IXðω; tÞ ≥ λ% ≤ 1

λ
EP½Xðω; tÞ%; ðA6Þ

1254for any constant λ > 0. Doob’s maximal inequality, given
1255by Eq. (A6), holds for non-negative submartingales in

13
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1256 discrete time and for right-continuous non-negative sub-
1257 martingales in continuous time [50].
1258 Note that Doob’s maximal inequality is a unique
1259 property of martingales and a stronger result than
1260 Markov’s inequality. Markov’s inequality provides an
1261 upper bound on the cumulative distribution of a non-
1262 negative random variable X:

Pr ½Xðω; tÞ ≥ λ$ ≤ 1

λ
EP½Xðω; tÞ$; ðA7Þ

1263 with λ > 0. Since Pr ½Xðω;tÞ≥ λ$≥Pr ½supt∈I Xðω;tÞ≥ λ$,
1264 Markov’s inequality does not imply Doob’s maximal
1265 inequality, but Doob’s maximal inequality does imply
1266 Markov’s inequality for non-negative martingales.

1267 4. Doob’s optional sampling theorem

1268 We consider a uniformly integrable martingale process
1269 Xðω; tÞ adapted to the filtration fF ðtÞgt≥0 and two stopping
1270 times T1ðωÞ and T2ðωÞ, with the property that, for each
1271 ω ∈ Ω, T1ðωÞ ≤ T2ðωÞ. Additionally, in continuous time,
1272 X is right continuous. Doob’s optional sampling theorem
1273 then states that [50,52]

Z

ω∈Φ
X½ω;T2ðωÞ$dP ¼

Z

ω∈Φ
X½ω;T1ðωÞ$dP ðA8Þ

1274 for each set Φ ∈ F ðT1Þ. The sub-σ-algebra F ðT1Þ, corre-
1275 sponding to the stopping time T1, is defined as

F ðT1Þ ¼ fΦ ⊂ Ω∶∀ t ≥ 0;Φ∩fω∶T1ðωÞ ≤ tg ∈ F ðtÞg:
ðA9Þ1276

1277 APPENDIX B: PROPERTIES OF STOCHASTIC
1278 ENTROPY PRODUCTION

1279 We discuss the mathematical properties of stochastic
1280 entropy production defined in Eq. (11). We first show
1281 that entropy production is a process of odd parity
1282 with respect to the time-inversion operator Θt. Second,
1283 we show that e−Stotðω;tÞ=kB is a uniformly integrable
1284 martingale with respect to the filtered probability
1285 space ½Ω;F ; fF ðtÞgt≥0;P$ generated by the dynamics
1286 of the mesoscopic degrees of freedom. This is a key
1287 property of entropy production, and it allows us to apply
1288 the techniques of martingale processes to entropy
1289 production.

1290 1. Entropy production is odd under time reversal

1291 An interesting property of entropy production is the
1292 change of its sign under the time-reversal operation
1293 Θt ¼ Tt∘Θ, which time reverses trajectories with respect
1294 to the reference time t=2, viz.,

Stot½ΘtðωÞ; t$ ¼ kB ln
dPjF ðtÞ

dðP∘ΘÞjF ðtÞ
½ΘtðωÞ$

¼ kB ln
dðP∘ΘtÞjF ðtÞ

dðP∘Θ∘ΘtÞjF ðtÞ
ðωÞ

¼ kB ln
dðP∘Tt∘ΘÞjF ðtÞ

dðP∘Θ∘Tt∘ΘÞjF ðtÞ
ðωÞ

¼ kB ln
dðP∘ΘÞjF ðtÞ

dPjF ðtÞ
ðωÞ

¼ −Stotðω; tÞ; ðB1Þ

1295where we have used P∘Tt ¼ P, P∘Θ∘Tt ¼ P∘Θ, and
1296Θ ¼ Θ−1.

12972. The exponential of negative entropy production
1298is a uniformly integrable martingale
1299in a steady state

1300Here, we first show that in a steady state, the exponential
1301e−Stotðω;tÞ=kB is a martingale. We then show that it is also
1302uniformly integrable. Both properties follow from the fact
1303that e−Stotðω;tÞ=kB is a Radon-Nikodým density process.
1304Indeed, the process e−Stotðω;tÞ=kB is the Radon-Nikodým
1305density process of the filtered probability space
1306½Ω;F ; fF ðtÞgt≥0;P$ with respect to the filtered probability
1307space ½Ω;F ; fF ðtÞgt≥0;Q$:

e−Stotðω;tÞ=kB ¼
dQjF ðtÞ

dPjF ðtÞ
ðωÞ; ðB2Þ

1308with Q ¼ P∘Θ, the time-reversed measure, and t ≥ 0.
1309Consider two sub-σ-algebras F ðτÞ and F ðtÞ of F , with
1310τ < t. We first write the measureQðΦÞ of a setΦ ∈ F ðτÞ as
1311an integral over the probability space ½Ω;F ðτÞ;QjF ðτÞ$,

QðΦÞ ¼
Z

ω∈Φ
dQjF ðτÞ

¼
Z

ω∈Φ
e−Stotðω;τÞ=kBdPjF ðτÞ

¼
Z

ω∈Φ
e−Stotðω;τÞ=kBdP: ðB3Þ

1312Alternatively, we write the measure QðΦÞ as an integral
1313over the probability space ½Ω;F ðtÞ;QjF ðtÞ$,

QðΦÞ ¼
Z

ω∈Φ
dQjF ðtÞ

¼
Z

ω∈Φ
e−Stotðω;tÞ=kBdPjF ðtÞ

¼
Z

ω∈Φ
e−Stotðω;tÞ=kBdP: ðB4Þ
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1314 In Eqs. (B3) and (B4), we use, for τ < t, by definition,
1315 PjF ðτÞðΦÞ ¼ PjF ðtÞðΦÞ ¼ PðΦÞ for all sets Φ ∈ F ðτÞ. We
1316 thus have the equality

Z

ω∈Φ
e−Stotðω;τÞ=kBdP ¼

Z

ω∈Φ
e−Stotðω;tÞ=kBdP; ðB5Þ

1317 for all sets Φ ∈ F ðτÞ, which is identical to Eq. (A1), which
1318 defines a martingale process. The process e−Stotðω;tÞ=kB is
1319 therefore a martingale process with respect to the measure
1320 P. Equation (B5) is an example of the martingale property
1321 of a stochastic process. Other examples of martingales
1322 have previously been discussed in the context of action
1323 functionals [25].
1324 We also show that e−Stotðω;tÞ=kB is uniformly integrable.
1325 We use the necessary and sufficient condition (A5) for
1326 uniform integrability. The process e−Stotðω;tÞ=kB is uniformly
1327 integrable since, by definition, e−Stotðω;tÞ=kB is a conditional
1328 expectation:

e−Stotðω;tÞ=kB ¼ E
!
dP∘Θ
dP

ðωÞjF ðtÞ
"
; ðB6Þ

1329 with dP∘Θ
dP ðωÞ ¼ e−Stotðω;þ∞Þ=kB a positive and integrable

1330 random variable.

1331 APPENDIX C: STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE

1332 Consider two positive-valued random variables X ≥ 0
1333 and Y ≥ 0. We define their cumulative distributions as

FXðxÞ ¼ PrðX ≤ xÞ; ðC1Þ

1334 FYðxÞ ¼ PrðY ≤ xÞ: ðC2Þ

13351336 We say that X dominates Y stochastically when the
1337 cumulative distribution functions of X and Y satisfy the
1338 relation FXðxÞ ≥ FYðxÞ. If X dominates Y stochastically,
1339 then the mean value of X is smaller than the mean value of
1340 Y: hXi ≤ hYi. This follows directly from the relation hXi ¼
1341

R∞
0 dx½1 − FXðxÞ& between the mean and the cumulative

1342 distribution.

1343 APPENDIX D: GENERALIZED PASSAGE
1344 PROBABILITIES FOR ENTROPY PRODUCTION

1345 We generalize the relations for passage probabilities of
1346 entropy production, given by Eqs. (45) and (46), to passage
1347 probabilities of entropy production for trajectories starting
1348 from a given macrostate I. We define a macrostate I as a
1349 subset of the phase space fq; ~qg. Here, we consider
1350 macrostates defined by a given set of constraints on the
1351 variables of even parity Ieven⊆Rn. The initial state ωð0Þ
1352 belongs to the macrostate I if qð0Þ ∈ Ieven.

1353 We define the passage probability Pð2Þ
þ;I (and Pð2Þ

−;I) as the
1354 joint probability of the process being initially in the

1355macrostate I, i.e., ωð0Þ ∈ I, and of entropy production
1356to pass the threshold sþtot (s−tot) before passing the thresh-
1357old s−tot (sþtot). Formally, the passage probabilities are
1358defined by

Pð2Þ
þ;I ≡ PðΦþ∩ΓIÞ; ðD1Þ

1359
Pð2Þ
−;I ≡ PðΦ−∩ΓIÞ; ðD2Þ

1360with Φþ and Φ− the sets defined in Eqs. (31) and (32),
1361respectively, and ΓI the set of trajectories starting from the
1362macrostate I:

ΓI ¼ fω ∈ Ω∶ωð0Þ ∈ Ig: ðD3Þ

1363We also define the conjugate probabilities ~Pð2Þ
þ;I and ~Pð2Þ

−;I:

~Pð2Þ
þ;I ≡ ðP∘ΘÞðΦþ∩ΓIÞ; ðD4Þ

1364~Pð2Þ
−;I ≡ ðP∘ΘÞðΦ−∩ΓIÞ: ðD5Þ

1365Here, we have used I ¼ ~I since we have defined the
1366macrostate using constraints on variables of even parity
1367only.
1368For a nonequilibrium steady-state process, i.e.,
1369hStotðtÞi > 0, StotðtÞ passes one of the two thresholds s'tot
1370in a finite time, with probability 1. We thus have

Pð2Þ
þ;I þ Pð2Þ

−;I ¼ PðΓIÞ; ðD6Þ

1371~Pð2Þ
þ;I þ ~Pð2Þ

−;I ¼ PðΓIÞ: ðD7Þ

13721373In addition, we can derive, using Doob’s optional
1374sampling theorem, the following two identities:

Pð2Þ
þ;I

~Pð2Þ
þ;I

¼ es
þ
tot=kB ; ðD8Þ

1375
Pð2Þ
−;I
~Pð2Þ
−;I

¼ e−s
−
tot=kB : ðD9Þ

1376For instance, Eq. (D8) follows immediately from
1377Eqs. (39)–(44), if we replace Φþ by Φþ;I. Note that in
1378Eq. (40), we can still apply Doob’s optional sampling
1379theorem since the set Φþ;I ∈ F ðTð2ÞÞ, with Tð2Þ the stop-
1380ping time when entropy reaches one of the two thresholds
1381sþtot or s−tot. From Eqs. (D4)–(D9), we find the following

1382explicit expressions for the probabilities Pð2Þ
þ;I and Pð2Þ

þ;I:

Pð2Þ
þ;I ¼ PðΓIÞ

es
−
tot=kB − 1

es
−
tot=kB − e−s

þ
tot=kB

; ðD10Þ
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1383
Pð2Þ
−;I ¼ PðΓIÞ

1 − e−s
þ
tot=kB

es
−
tot=kB − e−s

þ
tot=kB

: ðD11Þ

1384 The conditional entropy-production passage probabilities,
1385 for trajectories that are initially in the macrostate I, are

Pð2Þ
þ;I

PðΓIÞ
¼ es

−
tot=kB − 1

es
−
tot=kB − e−s

þ
tot=kB

; ðD12Þ

1386
Pð2Þ
−;I

PðΓIÞ
¼ 1 − e−s

þ
tot=kB

es
−
tot=kB − e−s

þ
tot=kB

: ðD13Þ

1387 The entropy-production passage probabilities conditioned
1388 on the initial state are thus the same as the unconditioned
1389 entropy-production passage probabilities, given by
1390 Eqs. (45) and (46).

1391 APPENDIX E: STOPPING-TIME FLUCTUATION
1392 THEOREMS FOR ENTROPY PRODUCTION

1393 In this appendix, we derive fluctuation relations for
1394 stopping times of entropy production. In the first subsec-
1395 tion, we derive the fluctuation relation for entropy stopping
1396 times, given by Eq. (64); in the second subsection, we apply
1397 this fluctuation relation to first-passage times. In the third
1398 subsection, we consider a fluctuation relation for entropy
1399 stopping times of trajectories starting in a macrostate I. In
1400 the last subsection, we use this generalized fluctuation
1401 relation to derive the fluctuation relation for waiting times
1402 of stochastic processes, Eq. (73).

1403 1. Fluctuation theorem for entropy stopping times

1404 The cumulative fluctuation theorem for entropy stopping
1405 times, given by Eq. (60) in Sec. VI, follows from the
1406 following identities:

P½ΘTþðΦTþ≤tÞ&
P½ΦTþ≤t&

ðE1Þ

1407

¼

R
ω∈ΘTþðΦTþ≤tÞ dPjF ðtÞR

ω∈ΦTþ≤t
dPjF ðtÞ

ðE2Þ

1408

¼

R
ω∈ΦTþ≤t

dðP∘ΘTþÞjF ðtÞR
ω∈ΦTþ≤t

dPjF ðtÞ
ðE3Þ

1409

¼

R
ω∈ΦTþ≤t

dðP∘TTþ∘ΘÞjF ðtÞR
ω∈ΦTþ≤t

dPjF ðtÞ
ðE4Þ

1410

¼

R
ω∈ΦTþ≤t

dðP∘ΘÞjF ðtÞR
ω∈ΦTþ≤t

dPjF ðtÞ
ðE5Þ

1411

¼

R
ω∈ΦTþ≤t

e−Stotðt;ωÞ=kBdPjF ðtÞR
ω∈ΦTþ≤t

dPjF ðtÞ
ðE6Þ

1412

¼

R
ω∈ΦTþ≤t

e−StotðTþ;ωÞ=kBdPjF ðtÞR
ω∈ΦTþ≤t

dPjF ðtÞ
ðE7Þ

1413

¼ e−stot=kB

R
ω∈ΦTþ≤t

dPjF ðtÞR
ω∈ΦTþ≤t

dPjF ðtÞ
ðE8Þ

1414¼ e−stot=kB : ðE9Þ

1415In Eq. (E2), we write the measures of the F ðtÞ-measurable
1416sets ΘTþðΦTþ≤tÞ and ΦTþ≤t in terms of an integral over a
1417probability space. In Eq. (E3), we have transformed the
1418variables in the integral using the measurable morphism
1419ΘTþ and the change-of-variables formula. The change-of-
1420variables formula relates two integrals under a change of
1421variables, viz.,

Z

ω∈Φ
XðωÞdP ¼

Z

ω∈ϕðΦÞ
ðX∘ϕ−1ÞðωÞdðP∘ϕ−1Þ; ðE10Þ

1422withX a random variable, measurable in a probability space
1423ðΩ;F ;PÞ; Φ a measurable set in this probability space, i.e.,
1424Φ ∈ F ; and ϕ∶F → F 0 a measurable morphism from one
1425probability space ðΩ;F ;PÞ to another probability space
1426ðΩ0;F 0;P∘ϕÞ, with the property that ϕ−1ðΞÞ ∈ F for each
1427Ξ ∈ F 0 (see exercise 1.4.38 in Ref. [53]). In Eq. (E4), we
1428use the definition of the composition ΘTþ ¼ TTþ∘Θ. In
1429Eq. (E5), we use P as a stationary measure, and thus
1430P ¼ P∘TTþ . In Eq. (E6), we use the Radon-Nikodým
1431theorem, given by Eq. (17), in order to change the integral
1432over the measure P into an integral over the measure P∘Θ;
1433we then use our measure-theoretic definition of entropy
1434production, given by Eq. (18), to write the Radon-Nikodým
1435derivative in terms of entropy production StotðtÞ. Since
1436e−StotðtÞ=kB is a uniformly integrable martingale with respect
1437to P, in Eq. (E7) we use Doob’s optional sampling theorem
1438Eq. (A8). In order to apply this theorem, we additionally
1439need e−StotðtÞ=kB to be right continuous. In Eq. (E8), we use
1440the fact that TþðωÞ is an stot-stopping time such that
1441stot ¼ Stot½ω;TþðωÞ&. Finally, in Eq. (E9), we use ΦTþ≤t
1442with a nonzero measure, and a=a ¼ 1 for a ≠ 0.
1443The fluctuation theorem Eq. (60) can be written as a ratio
1444between the cumulative distribution of the stot-stopping
1445time Tþ and a conjugate ð−stotÞ-stopping time T−. We
1446define the ð−stotÞ-stopping time T− associated with the
1447stopping time Tþ through the relation

T−½ΘTþðωÞðωÞ& ¼ TþðωÞ: ðE11Þ

1448We thus have
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ΦT−≤t ¼ ΘTþðΦTþ≤tÞ; ðE12Þ

1449 and the fluctuation relation, given by Eq. (60), reads

P½ΦT−≤t&
P½ΦTþ≤t&

¼ estot=kB : ðE13Þ

1450 Since the probability-density functions of Tþ and T− are,
1451 respectively, given by

pTþðtÞ ¼
d
dt
P½ΦTþ≤t&; ðE14Þ

1452
pT−

ðtÞ ¼ d
dt
P½ΦT−≤t&; ðE15Þ

1453 we find the following fluctuation theorem for the distri-
1454 butions of entropy stopping times:

pTþðtÞ
pT−

ðtÞ
¼ estot=kB ; ðE16Þ

1455 which is precisely the stopping-time fluctuation theo-
1456 rem Eq. (64).

1457 2. First-passage time fluctuation theorems
1458 for entropy production

1459 We apply the fluctuation theorem, given by Eq. (E16), to
1460 first-passage times of entropy production. We consider here
1461 first-passage times with one absorbing boundary Tð1Þ

'
1462 and first-passage times with two absorbing boundaries

1463 Tð2Þ
' (see Sec. VI A).

1464 The first-passage time Tð1Þ
' denotes the time when the

1465 process Stotðω; tÞ first passes the threshold 'stot. If
1466 Stotðω; tÞ never passes the threshold'stot, then T

ð1Þ
' ¼ þ∞.

1467 The first-passage time Tð2Þ
þ denotes the time at which the

1468 process Stotðω; tÞ first passes the threshold stot, given that it
1469 has not reached −stot before:

Tð2Þ
þ ¼

!
Tð1Þ
þ Tð1Þ

þ < Tð1Þ
−

þ∞ Tð1Þ
þ > Tð1Þ

− :
ðE17Þ

1470 Analogously, we define Tð2Þ
− :

Tð2Þ
− ¼

!þ∞ Tð1Þ
þ < Tð1Þ

−

Tð1Þ
− Tð1Þ

þ > Tð1Þ
− :

ðE18Þ

14711472 Since entropy production is a process of odd parity with
1473 respect to the time-reversal map Θt [see Eq. (B1)], we have
1474 the relations

ΘTð1Þ
þ
ðΦTð1Þ

þ ≤tÞ ¼ ΦTð1Þ
− ≤t ðE19Þ

1475and

ΘTð2Þ
þ
ðΦTð2Þ

þ ≤tÞ ¼ ΦTð2Þ
− ≤t: ðE20Þ

1476Using Eqs. (E12) and (E13), we thus find the first-passage-
1477time fluctuation relations:

pTð1Þ
þ
ðtÞ

pTð1Þ
−
ðtÞ

¼ estot=kB ðE21Þ

1478and

pTð2Þ
þ
ðtÞ

pTð2Þ
−
ðtÞ

¼ estot=kB : ðE22Þ

1479
14803. Generalized fluctuation theorem for stopping
1481times of entropy production

1482We define macrostates as subsets I ðIIÞ of the phase
1483space of configurations fq; ~qg. We also consider the
1484subsets ~I ð ~IIÞ of the corresponding time-reversed states
1485~I¼ fðq; ~qÞ∶ðq;−~qÞ∈ Ig ½ ~II ¼ fðq; ~qÞ∶ðq;−~qÞ ∈ IIg&. With
1486each macrostate I, we associate a set of trajectories ΓI:

ΓI ¼ fω ∈ Ω∶ωð0Þ ∈ Ig: ðE23Þ

1487Note that Doob’s optional sampling theorem, given
1488by Eq. (A8), applies to the set ΦTþ≤t∩ΓI since
1489ΦTþ≤t∩ΓI ∈ F ðTþÞ. We can therefore follow the steps
1490of Eqs. (E1)–(E8) in order to find the following generalized
1491fluctuation relation:

P½ΘTþðΦTþ≤t∩ΓIÞ&
P½ΦTþ≤t∩ΓI&

¼ e−stot=kB : ðE24Þ

1492
14934. Fluctuation relations for waiting times

1494Waiting times TI→II denote the time a process takes to
1495travel between two macrostates I and II (the time it takes for
1496the system to change its macrostate from I to II). Here, we
1497derive a fluctuation theorem for waiting times along
1498trajectories that produce a given amount of entropy
1499production. The entropy waiting time TI→II

þ denotes the
1500time a process needs to travel from the macrostate I to the
1501macrostate II while producing a positive entropy stot, and
1502given that the process has not returned to the macrostate I
1503before. Analogously, the entropy waiting time T ~II→~I

−
1504denotes the time a process needs to travel from the
1505macrostate ~II to the macrostate ~I while producing a negative
1506entropy −stot, and given that the process has not returned to
1507the macrostate ~II before.
1508In order to define waiting times, we first define stopping
1509times TI and TII that denote the time when a process
1510reaches a given macrostate I or II, respectively:
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TIðωÞ ¼ infft > 0∪fþ∞g∶ωðtÞ ∈ Ig; ðE25Þ

1511 TIIðωÞ ¼ infft > 0∪fþ∞g∶ωðtÞ ∈ IIg: ðE26Þ

1512 The waiting time TI→II denotes the time a process takes to
1513 travel from I to II:

TI→IIðωÞ ¼
!
TIIðωÞ TIIðωÞ < TIðωÞ
þ∞ TIIðωÞ > TIðωÞ;

ðE27Þ

1514 for all trajectories ω for which ωð0Þ ∈ I, and the associated
1515 stot-waiting time TI→II

þ is defined as

TI→II
þ ðωÞ ¼

!
TI→IIðωÞ StotðTI→IIðωÞ;ωÞ ¼ stot
þ∞ StotðTI→IIðωÞ;ωÞ≠ stot;

ðE28Þ

1516 for all trajectories ω for which ωð0Þ ∈ I. We also define a
1517 ð−stotÞ-stopping time T ~II→~I

− , denoting the time when a
1518 trajectory reaches the macrostate ~I and produces a negative
1519 total entropy −stot:

T ~II→~I
− ðωÞ ¼

(
T ~II→~IðωÞ StotðT

~II→~IðωÞ;ωÞ ¼ −stot
þ∞ StotðT

~II→~IðωÞ;ωÞ ≠ −stot:
ðE29Þ

15201521 We apply the generalized fluctuation theorem, given by
1522 Eq. (E24), on the stopping time TI→II

þ and the set ΓI, and
1523 find

P½ΦTI→II
þ ≤t∩ΓI&

P½ΘTI→II
þ

ðΦTI→II
þ ≤t∩ΓIÞ&

¼ estot=kB : ðE30Þ

1524 Note that the waiting time TI→II
þ ðωÞ is defined on all

1525 trajectories ω ∈ Ω, but we are interested in those trajecto-
1526 ries for which ωð0Þ ∈ I, and thus set ω ∈ ΓI. Since

ΘTI→II
þ

ðΦTI→II
þ ≤t∩ΓIÞ ¼ ΦT ~II→~I

− ≤t∩Γ ~II; ðE31Þ

1527 we have

P½ΦTI→II
þ ≤t∩ΓI&

P½ΦT ~II→~I
− ≤t∩Γ ~II&

¼ estot=kB : ðE32Þ

1528 We can write the probability densities of the entropy
1529 waiting times TI→II

þ and T ~II→~I
− in terms of the measures

1530 on the left-hand side of the previous equation:

pTI→II
þ

ðtÞ ¼ 1

P½ΓI&
d
dt
P½ΦTI→II

þ ≤t∩ΓI&; ðE33Þ

1531
pT ~II→~I

−
ðtÞ ¼ 1

P½Γ ~II&
d
dt
P½ΦT ~II→~I

− ≤t∩Γ ~II&: ðE34Þ

1532We thus find the following fluctuation theorem for waiting
1533times between macrostates:

pTI→II
þ

ðtÞ
pT ~II→~I

−
ðtÞ

¼ estot=kBþlog
P½Γ ~II &
P½ΓI & : ðE35Þ

1534If we set ΓI ¼ ΓII ¼ Ω, Eq. (E35) is equal to the entropy
1535stopping-time fluctuation theorem, given by Eq. (E16).
1536The quantity in the exponential of the right-hand
1537side of Eq. (E35) has, in general, no particular meaning.
1538For macrostates defined by variables of even parity, i.e.,
1539~I ¼ I and ~II ¼ II, we have the relation Γ ~II ¼ ΓII. Then, we
1540recognize in Eq. (E35) the system entropy change:

Δssys ¼ −kB log
P½ΓII&
P½ΓI&

; ðE36Þ

1541between the two macrostates I and II.
1542A particular important example of the waiting-time
1543fluctuation theorem, given by Eq. (E35), is for macrostates
1544I and II, which correspond to one single point in phase
1545space, i.e., I ¼ fqIg and II ¼ fqIIg. Then, we find the
1546relation

pTI→II
þ

ðtÞ
pTII→I

−
ðtÞ

¼ esenv=kB ; ðE37Þ

1547with senv ¼ stot − Δssys the change in the environment
1548entropy and Δssys the system-entropy change, which here
1549is given by

Δssys ¼ −kB log
pssðqIIÞ
pssðqIÞ

: ðE38Þ
1550

1551APPENDIX F: INFIMUM STATISTICS
1552FOR THE DRIFT-DIFFUSION PROCESS

1553In this appendix, we derive explicit expressions for
1554the distribution and the mean of the infimum of
1555entropy production in the drift-diffusion process.
1556Since in a drift-diffusion process entropy production is
1557StotðtÞ=kB ¼ ðv=DÞ½XðtÞ − Xð0Þ&, the infimum statistics of
1558entropy production follow from the infimum statistics of
1559the position coordinate XðtÞ.

15601. Cumulative distribution of the infimum
1561of entropy production

1562The cumulative distribution Pr½supXðtÞ ≤ L& of the
1563supremum supXðtÞ of a stochastic process, over a time
1564interval ½0; t&, equals the survival probabilityQXðL; tÞ of the
1565process, in the interval ð−∞; LÞ at time t [102,117]:

Pr ½supXðtÞ≤L&¼Pr½XðsÞ≤L;s≤ t&¼QXðL;tÞ; ðF1Þ
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1566 with L > 0. For a general stochastic process, the survival
1567 probability in an interval can be calculated from the
1568 distribution pTðτ;LÞ of first-passage times to reach an
1569 absorbing boundary located at L:

QXðL; tÞ ¼ 1 −
Z

t

0
dτpTðτ;LÞ: ðF2Þ

1570 We use this relation between survival probabilities and first-
1571 passage time distributions to determine the cumulative
1572 distribution of extreme values of XðtÞ.
1573 The infimum of a drift-diffusion process with positive
1574 drift is equal to the supremum of a drift-diffusion process
1575 with the same but negative drift. We therefore consider the
1576 following two conjugate drift-diffusion processes:
1577 (1) XþðtÞ with velocity v, diffusion D, and initial
1578 condition Xþð0Þ ¼ 0,
1579 (2) X−ðtÞ with velocity −v and diffusion D, and initial
1580 condition X−ð0Þ ¼ 0,
1581 and v > 0 in both processes. The dynamics of both
1582 processes follows from Eq. (76) for VðxÞ ¼ 0 and for,
1583 respectively, a positive and negative velocity. The infimum
1584 value of XþðtÞ is equal to minus the supremum of the
1585 conjugate process X−ðtÞ. In the following, we derive
1586 analytical expressions for the statistics of the supremum
1587 of X−ðtÞ and use these to obtain the statistics of the
1588 infimum of XþðtÞ.
1589 The survival probability of X−ðtÞ can be obtained from
1590 the distribution pT of first-passage times to first reach the
1591 threshold L; see Eq. (F2). The first-passage time distribu-
1592 tion is given by

pTðt;LÞ ¼
Lffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4πDt3
p e−ðLþvtÞ2=4Dt: ðF3Þ

1593 Substituting Eq. (F3) in Eq. (F2) results in the following
1594 expression for the survival probability of X−:

QX−
ðL; tÞ ¼ 1 −

1

2

"
erfc

#
Lþ vtffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Dt

p
$

þ e−vL=Derfc
#
L − vtffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Dt

p
$%

; ðF4Þ

1595 where erfc is the complementary error function.
1596 Equation (F4) yields the cumulative density function of
1597 the supremum of X−, as follows from Eq. (F1).
1598 From the relation between the conjugate processes, we
1599 relate the cumulative distribution of the infimum of Xþ over
1600 the interval ½0; t&, inf XþðtÞ, to the survival probability of
1601 X−ðtÞ:

Pr ½− inf XþðtÞ ≤ L&
¼ Pr ½inf XþðtÞ ≥ −L&
¼ Pr ½supX−ðtÞ ≤ L&
¼ QX−

ðL; tÞ: ðF5Þ

1602Using Eq. (F4) and the property erfcðxÞ þ erfcð−xÞ ¼ 2,
1603we obtain an analytical expression for the cumulative
1604distribution of the infimum of the position of a drift-
1605diffusion process with positive velocity:

Pr½− inf XþðtÞ ≤ L& ¼ 1

2

"
erfc

#
−L − vtffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4Dt
p

$

− e−vL=Derfc
#
L − vtffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Dt

p
$%

: ðF6Þ

16061607Finally, for the stochastic process StotðtÞ=kB ¼
1608ðv=DÞXþðtÞ, the infimum distribution can be obtained
1609by replacing v and D in Eq. (F6) by the effective values
1610for the process StotðtÞ=kB, given by veff ¼ v2=D and
1611Deff ¼ v2=D. Defining σðtÞ ¼ hStotðtÞi=kB ¼ ðv2=DÞt,
1612we obtain

Pr
#
−
SinfðtÞ
k

≤ s
$

¼ 1

2

"
erfc

#
−s − σðtÞ
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σðtÞ

p
$

− e−serfc
#
s − σðtÞ
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σðtÞ

p
$%

; ðF7Þ

1613which is equal to Eq. (81).

16142. Mean infimum of entropy production

1615We first determine the distribution of the infimum
1616of Xþ and then compute its mean value. Note that the
1617infimum of Xþ equals minus the supremum of the con-
1618jugate process X−:

hinf XþðtÞi ¼ −hsupX−ðtÞi: ðF8Þ

1619The cumulative distribution of the supremum of X− is
1620given by

Pr ½supX−ðtÞ ≤ L&
¼ QX−

ðL; tÞ

¼ 1

2

"
erfc

#
−L − vtffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4Dt
p

$
− e−vL=Derfc

#
L − vtffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Dt

p
$%

; ðF9Þ

1621where we have used Eq. (F4) and the property
1622erfcðxÞ þ erfcð−xÞ ¼ 2. The distribution of the supremum
1623of X− can be found by deriving Eq. (F9) with respect to L,
1624which yields

Pr ½supX−ðtÞ ¼ L& ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
πDt

p e−v
2t=4D

þ v
2D

e−vL=Derfc
"
v

ffiffi
t

p

2
ffiffiffiffi
D

p
%
: ðF10Þ

1625The mean of the supremum of X− is the integral
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hsupX−ðtÞi ¼
Z

∞

0
dLPr ½supX−ðtÞ ¼ L%L; ðF11Þ

1626 which, after some algebra, yields

hsupX−ðtÞi ¼
D
v
erf

!
v

ffiffi
t

p

2
ffiffiffiffi
D

p
#
−
vt
2
erfc

!
v

ffiffi
t

p

2
ffiffiffiffi
D

p
#

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
π

r
e−v

2t=4D: ðF12Þ

1627 From Eqs. (F8) and (F12), we find an exact expression for
1628 the mean infimum of a drift-diffusion process with positive
1629 velocity:

hinf XþðtÞi ¼ −
D
v
erf

!
v

ffiffi
t

p

2
ffiffiffiffi
D

p
#
þ vt

2
erfc

!
v

ffiffi
t

p

2
ffiffiffiffi
D

p
#

−
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
π

r
e−v

2t=4D: ðF13Þ

1630 Using σðtÞ ¼ hStotðtÞi=kB ¼ ðv2=DÞt and StotðtÞ ¼
1631 ðv=DÞXþðtÞ, we obtain, from the expression (F13), an
1632 analytical expression for the mean infimum of entropy
1633 production in a drift-diffusion process at time t:

$
SinfðtÞ
kB

%
¼ −erf

! ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σðtÞ

p

2

#
þ σðtÞ

2
erfc

! ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σðtÞ

p

2

#

−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σðtÞ
π

r
e−σðtÞ=4: ðF14Þ

1634 The above result is Eq. (82) in the main text.

1635 APPENDIX G: PASSAGE PROBABILITIES
1636 AND FIRST-PASSAGE TIMES
1637 FOR THE DRIFT-DIFFUSION PROCESS

1638 We determine the passage probabilities and the first-
1639 passage-time statistics of entropy production for a drifted
1640 Brownian particle with diffusion coefficient D and drift
1641 velocity v, as described by the Langevin Eq. (76) [with
1642 VðxÞ ¼ 0]. Since in a drift-diffusion process entropy
1643 production is StotðtÞ=kB ¼ ðv=DÞ½XðtÞ − Xð0Þ%, the pas-
1644 sage probabilities and the first-passage-time statistics of
1645 entropy production follow from the corresponding statistics
1646 of XðtÞ.

1647 1. First-passage-time statistics for one absorbing
1648 boundary or two symmetric absorbing boundaries

1649 The first-passage-time distribution for X to pass the
1650 threshold L > 0 at time T ¼ t for the first time, starting
1651 from the initial condition Xð0Þ ¼ 0, is given by Wald’s
1652 distribution [118,119]

pTðt;LÞ ¼
jLjffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4πDt3

p e−ðL−vtÞ
2=4Dt: ðG1Þ

1653Equation (G1) implies

pTðt;LÞ
pTðt;−LÞ

¼ evL=D: ðG2Þ

1654Note that the argument of the exponential is equal to the
1655Péclet number Pe ¼ vL=D.
1656The distribution of entropy first-passage times Tð1Þ

þ with
1657one absorbing boundary located at stot is equal to the first-
1658passage-time distribution for the position of the particle,
1659given by Eq. (G1), with one absorbing boundary located at
1660L ¼ stotD=ðvkBÞ. We thus replace L by stotD=ðvkBÞ in
1661Eq. (G2) and find the first-passage-time distribution of
1662entropy production given by Eq. (8). An analogous relation

1663to Eq. (G2) holds for two-boundary first-passage times Tð2Þ
þ

1664for entropy production in the drift-diffusion process and
1665can be derived using the results in Sec. 2.2.2.2 in Ref. [118]
1666(see also Ref. [45]).

16672. Comparing first-passage-time statistics
1668for two asymmetric absorbing boundaries

1669We consider the drift-diffusion process with two absorb-
1670ing boundaries located at Lþ ≥ 0 and −L− ≤ 0, and with

1671the initial position Xð0Þ ¼ 0. The passage probabilities Pð2Þ
þ

1672and Pð2Þ
− , to first reach Lþ and −L−, respectively, are [118]

Pð2Þ
þ ¼ evL−=D − 1

evL−=D − e−vLþ=D
; ðG3Þ

1673

Pð2Þ
− ¼ 1 − e−vLþ=D

evL−=D − e−vLþ=D
: ðG4Þ

1674The corresponding entropy-production passage probabil-
1675ities follow from the expressions (G3) and (G4) using the
1676threshold values s−tot=kB ¼ vL−=D and sþtot=kB ¼ vLþ=D.
1677Equations (G3) and (G4) are in correspondence with
1678Eqs. (5) and (6) for passage probabilities of entropy
1679production.
1680Notably, the first-passage-time fluctuation theorem,
1681given by Eq. (8), does not simply extend to asymmetric
1682boundaries. From the expression (G1) for the first-passage-
1683time distribution of the position with one absorbing
1684boundary, we find

pTðt;LþÞ
pTðt;−L−Þ

¼ Lþ
L−

evðLþ−L−Þ=ð2DÞe−ðL
2
þ−L2

−Þ=ð4DtÞ: ðG5Þ

1685Using s−tot=kB ¼ vL−=D and sþtot=kB ¼ vLþ=D, for the
1686ratio of the first-passage-times of entropy production, we
1687find

17
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pTð1Þ
þ
ðt; sþtotÞ

pTð1Þ
−
ðt;−s−totÞ

¼ sþtot
s−tot

eðs
þ
totþs−totÞð1−

sþtot−s
−
tot

2kBσðtÞ Þ=ð2kBÞ: ðG6Þ

1688 For asymmetric boundaries, the ratio of the first-passage-
1689 time distributions is time dependent and converges to a
1690 finite value in the limit t → ∞ [75]. Consequently, for
1691 asymmetric boundaries, the mean first-passage time for
1692 entropy production to reach the positive threshold sþtot is
1693 different than the mean first-passage time for entropy
1694 production to reach the negative threshold s−tot,
1695 hTð1Þ

þ i ≠ hTð1Þ
− i. When sþtot ¼ s−tot ¼ stot, we recover the

1696 time-independent ratio, estot=kB , in accordance with the
1697 first-passage-time fluctuation theorem Eq. (8).
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